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ABSTRACT

It is important to understand customer value and
satisfaction, i.e. to understand how customers and

management judge product and service offering.

The value

judgements of customers are concerned with relationships
between product attributes, situation and occasion, personal
values and goals.

The purpose of this study was to explore the

differences that existed between the customers' expectations
and the managements' perceptions of product attributes,
service attributes and desired benefits as related to the

contribution and satisfaction to overall product value.

A

gap analysis for assessing product and service attributes,
benefits and satisfaction of one selected hardwood lumber

company was conducted.

Twenty-one customers of the selected

company were chosen for gap analysis.

In the method of "gap analysis" the key assumption is
that, differences exist in the perceptions of product and

service quality between the producer and customer.

The

hardwood lumber company that was selected for the gap

analysis had an orientation for the customer, was proactive

to change, and was an open system for new information.
Using a qualitative questioning format and a mail
survey, data were collected to meet the following study
objectives:
iii

1) Identify the types of product and service
attributes, and desired benefits (or consequences) that
were considered to be important by a group of secondary
hardwood lumber manufacturers, i.e. furniture,

flooring, cabinets, dimension lumber etc. and their
supplier;

2) Measure the perceived contribution and satisfaction
of these attributes and benefits to the overall value
of the product.

3) Analyze the differences ("gaps") between management
perceptions (supplier) and customer expectations of

attributes and benefits as related to "contribution

to value" and "satisfaction" of these attributes and
benefits.

4) Introduce this methodology to a hardwood lumber
company as a tool for continually improving the
understanding and delivery of product and service
attributes, benefits and satisfaction.

A mail survey was conducted of a hardwood lumber

company (producer) and its twenty-one customers (a group of
secondary hardwood lumber manufacturers).

The study

revealed forty dimensions that customers and supplier used
in forming expectations and perceptions of product and
service. Twenty seven "gaps" existed between customer

expectations and management perceptions as related to the
contribution and satisfaction of the product attributes,
service attributes and desired benefits to the overall

product value.

Two "negative gaps" occurred when the mean

responses of the customer expectations were less than the
mean response of management perceptions in product
attributes and service attributes respectively.

These

"negative gaps" indicated that the supplier did not meet
customers expectations in "absence of surface checks" and
IV

"competitive price".

A loss of loyal customers and hence

revenue may be eminent to the supplier.

Twenty five

"positive gaps" existed between the supplier perceptions and

customers' expectations.

These "positive gaps" occurred in

most instances when the mean responses of the management

perceptions were less than the mean responses of the
customer expectations.

This implied that the producer may

be investing more resources than necessary to maintain the
attributes benefits it supplies.

Such resources may be

critical in allocating them to areas where negative gaps
existed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

RATIONALE FOR CUSTOMER VALUE RESEARCH

Since the 1980s in the U.S. there has been an emerging

focus on "American decline", i.e. poor quality associated
with "made-in-America" (Peters 1987) and declining U.S.
market share among many globally-demanded products (Figure

1; Jacobson and Aaker 1987).

Many U.S. business executives

have been concerned with the decline in U.S. economic

growth.

It is believed U.S. firms have ignored "customer

expectations" relative to some foreign business firms (Stahl
and Bonds 1991).

However, U.S. companies in the 1980s have

spent a great deal of resources trying to improve

competitive advantage (Lawton 1991).
Today many U.S. businesses are seeking strategic

directions to achieve competitive advantage in the market
place.

According to Cravens et

(1988) there is mounting

evidence that high quality products and services enhance
profitability, improve productivity, and strengthen
competitive position.

Quality is defined in this study as

delivered product attributes and service which is expected
by the customer.

Parasuraman et al. (1985) indicated that a

comparison of customer expectations with the products and

services delivered provides a basis for measuring quality

to
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performance.

According to Cravens et al. (1988), the

most appropriate approach in measuring quality^ is based on
measuring the perception of customers.

The hardwood lumber industry is similar to many
production-oriented sectors of traditional American

industry.

In the 1980s, there was an increase in the use of

hardwood lumber in the production of commercial furniture,
pallets, and construction-related products.

However, there

are significant potential changes in hardwood demand in the
1990s (Luppold 1991).

These potential changes in hardwood

product demand will be influenced by changes in society,
technology, institutions, and international timber supplies
(Luppold 1991).

According to Luppold (1991), increases in

the use of non-wood building materials and eastern European

furniture imports, and a greater adoption of panel-based
production technology are typical potential negative impacts
that will affect the hardwood lumber industry.
As a means of achieving and maintaining competitive
advantage, organizations are being encouraged to "create

sustainab?e superior value among customers" (Narver and
Slater 1990).

Maximizing customer value may be a key factor

for the competitiveness of U.S. businesses in this decade
Quality is measured by managerial perception of
attributes cited as relevant by customers and ranking an
organization's product and key competitors' products for each
attribute. The challenge in operationalizing this method of
measuring quality is to transform consumer-based perceptions
of quality into internal measures that can be used to track
production and business processes.

and beyond (Carothers and Adams 1991).

Therefore, U.S.

companies are being urged to: (1) become more customer
oriented (Luppold 1991); (2) understand customer value and
satisfaction (Woodruff et

1991); (3) become more aware,

innovative and responsive to change (Bingham 1986; and
Sinclair 1988) and; (4) deliver better value than the
competition (demons and Woodruff 1991).

EXPLORATORY RESEARCH

Customers judge how well a seller's product offerings
meets "wants and needs" by close association to the many

diverse elements of customer value (Burns and Woodruff
1991).

It is important to understand how customers

understand the concept of customer value, i.e. to understand

how customers judge product offerings.
According to Woodruff et al. (1991) customers care more

about benefits, values and goals then they care about
attributes, which are only cues to benefits, values and

goals.

Physical attributes that provide desirable benefits

(consequences) are built in a product (Gutman 1982).
According to Bush et al- (1991), hardwood lumber producers
lack information for identifying the product and service
attributes that are important to the customer.

Therefore,

it is important to develop a better understanding of

customer expectations with regard to product and service
attributes, desired benefits and satisfaction.

A "gap

analysis" was used to assess management's perceptions and
customers' expectations of the contribution and satisfaction
of the product, service attributes and benefits as related

to the overall value of the product.

Customer expectations

were measured through management perceptions of the company

receiving the product and/or service.

The objectives of

this study were:

1) identify the types of product and service
attributes, and desired benefits (or consequences)
that were considered to be important by a group of
secondary hardwood lumber manufacturers, i.e.

furniture, flooring, cabinets, etc., and their
supplier;
2) measure the perceived contribution and satisfaction
of these attributes and benefits to the overall

value of the product;

3) analyze the differences ("gaps") between management
perceptions (supplier) and customer expectations of
attributes and benefits as related to "contribution
to value" and "satisfaction" of these attributes and

benefits;

4) introduce this methodology to a hardwood lumber
company as a tool for continually improving the
understanding and delivery of product and service
attributes, benefits and satisfaction.

CHAPTER II

A REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

DEFINITION OF CUSTOMER VALUE

One fundamental problem limiting research in the area
of customer perceived value involves the concept of customer
value itself (Crosby 1979). Research efforts have been

criticized for inadequate definition and conceptualization
(Zeithaml 1983; Monroe and Krishnan 1985), the need for a

better definition (Clawson and Vinson 1978)^ and
inconsistent measurement procedures (Monroe and Krishnan
1985). Because the definition is difficult, researchers

Clawson and Vinson (1978) indicated the definition of
value as a kind of belief.

This is different from customer

value as a judgement of a product-benefits relationship.
Each of the major elements the definition as indicated by
Clawson and Vinson are as follows:

1) A consumer value is a belief.
2) A consumer value is person centered. Those values

explicitly connected in the consumer's mind with his or her
own personal well being or social acceptance...

3) A consumer value is perceived as having an underlying
positive worth, as an end to itself, for the consumer

himself or the significant others, and is organized around a

subjective ideal.
4) A value is perceived as having present or eventual

usefulness. Although a value is esteemed in part for its own
sake, it is also regarded by a consumer as being an
instrument for

serving still deeper values.

5) A value is enduring. A value is neither completely stable
nor completely unstable.

6) A consumer value is widely held by many but not by all
members of a sub-culture, society, nation, or civilization.
7) A major role of a consumer's value is that of "standard"
or "criterion" he/she can use in the formulation of
attitudes and guidance of behavior.
8) A value is derived from, and modified through, personal,
social, and cultural learning.

often depend on unidimensional self-report measures to
capture the concept (Olson gt al. 1973; McConnell 1968;

Shapiro 1973) and thus must assume shared meaning among
consumers (Zeithaml 1988).

From the consumer's point of view, value is a
multidimensional concept (i.e., those values that involves
an individual, a group of people and a product) that can be
separated into: personal values, organizational values, the

objective value of a product or a firm's offering possession
value, value-in-use, and overall value (Burns and Woodruff
1991). Each of these values are defined below.
1. Personal Values

Rokeach (1973) defined these values as enduring beliefs
about desirable conduct (instrumental values) and/or end

states (terminal values) having both cognitive and effective
elements. Therefore, personal value is related to: a)

concepts of beliefs, b) desirable end states or behaviors,
c) specific situations and occasions, d) selection or
evaluation of behavior and events, and e) ordering by

relative importance (Schwartz and Bilsky 1987).
2. Organizational Values
According to Burns and Woodruff (1991), these are

beliefs about appropriate goals and/or behaviors that are

shared by individuals in a group. Organizational values
guide members of the group in how to deal with key
situations (Badovick and Beatty 1987).

All firms have organizational values that influence the
behavior of employees whether explicitly stated in firm's

mission statement or implicitly understood as an integral
part of organizational culture (Burns and Woodruff 1991).
Examples of organizational values include: 1) customer

service,

2) striving for excellence, 3) service quality

(Badovick and Beatty 1987), 4) risk taking, and 5)
relationship orientation (Wallach 1983).
3. Objective-Product Value

One aspect of value placed on a product is the

objective value or the worth of the product itself,
independent from its use for a particular purpose (Burns and
Woodruff 1991). This objective value is inherent in the

product and is not dependent on individual perceptions.

According to Burns and Woodruff (1991), with appropriate

information, most people would agree on the objective value
of a product.

Jacobson and Aaker (1987), and Zeithaml (1988) defined
value of a product as quality per dollar. Objective product
value is multidimensional in that it is the accrual of

benefits and costs across individual product attributes
(Burns and Woodruff 1991).
4. Possession Value.

There is no explicit definition of possession value.
But in social psychology of value it is a notion which is

implicit.

In the past, possession value has been noted by

several researchers as the symbolic, self expressive and
aesthetic nature of products (Holbrook ^ al. 1986 and

Prentice 1987).

Burns and Woodruff (1991) added that just

owning a product may produce value in terms of the
desirability and pleasure derived from proximity to and
association with that product.

Thus, possession value may

incorporate objective product value, but goes well beyond to
include the ability of a product to communicate about self
to others as well as to produce

a sense of well being

within the individual (Burns and Woodruff 1991).

There are

certain kinds of products that are likely to have high
possession" value, such as paintings, music and art objects.
5. Value in Use

This type of value arises because consumers are
seeking (or avoiding) certain consequences based on the
situation at hand (Burns and Woodruff 1991).

Value is an

experience and resides not in acquisition of the object but
rather in its consumption (Holbrook and Corfman 1985).

In

this way value-in-use is the perceived worth or desirability
of the benefits of using a product in a certain situation
and, thus it clearly involves an evaluative judgement by the
consumer (Burns and Woodruff 1991).
6. Overall- Value

Overall value reflects an appraisal of the product-

use-purpose interaction that incorporates and summarizes the
impact of the various specific kinds of value (Burns and
9

Woodruff 1991).

Zeithaml (1988) assumed that consumers can

and do reflect on various individual values received and

render a cumulative judgement about the various tradeoffs
made.

CURRENT AND HISTORICAL APPLICATIONS OP THE CUSTOMER VALUE
CONCEPT

For the past two decades (1970-1990), the quality
debate in North America has been going through some drastic
changes.

These changes have gone beyond the traditional

quality definitions and have begun to address customer
perceived value (Carothers and Adams 1990).

In the past

where the term "values" has been used, it has been typically
confused with the concept of product attributes by attitude
researchers (Clawson and Vinson 1978).

Rosenberg (1956)

presented 'an expectancy-value theory that showed consumer

actions produce consequences and that consumers learn to
associate particular consequences with particular product

attributes, that are reinforced on buying behavior.

Alpert

(1971) pointed out that in a product there are determinant
attributes and these are more important than others in
determining purchasing behavior.

Gutman (1982) offered a

psychological perspective of consumer value specifically
when he focused on the linkages between the attributes that
exist in products (the "means"), the consequences for the
consumer provided by the attributes, and the personal values
(the "ends") the consequences reinforce.
10

Gutman's (1982) means-end theory closely parallels

Rosenberg's (1956) expectancy-value theory.

The common

point for both theories is that consumers learn to choose

products containing attributes which are instrumental to
achieving their desired consequences.

The means-end theory may be implemented in customer

studies by the laddering approach (Reynolds and Gutman
1988). In Che laddering approach an in-depth interview was
used to develop an understanding of how a consumer

translates the attributes of products into meaningful

associations with respect to self.
Today many marketing and consumer researchers

mistakenly equate "values" with evaluation of product
attributes (Clawson and Vinson 1978). In recent years market
researchers have been focusing on consumer perceptions of
price, quality, and value as the pivotal determinants of

shopping behavior and product choice (Jacoby and Olson
1985).

Zeithaml (1988) presented a means-end model which

was derived from an exploratory investigation on the concept
of perceived value.

In this model, value is proposed to be

a higher level abstraction (i.e., it is individualistic and

personal, involves a tradeoff of give and take components,
prestige and convenience, appreciation, time, variety,

etc.).'
According to Zeithaml (1988), the perceived values

from the exploratory study of fruit juices are as follows:
1) The benefit components of value include salient
11

In the 1990's the shift to customer perceived value

will emphasize how to communicate with customers using
different consumer research methods.

For example, Gutman

(1991) indicated that by the use of laddering much can be
done to study the linkages between consequences (benefits)
stemming from consumer choice and the personal values that
may be related to that choice.

Carothers and Adams (1991)

emphasized that through customer research in this decade and

beyond many business firms must change from manufacturing
volumes to improving customer's perceptions of value.
Bingham (1986) indicated that the future challenge for the

forest products industry is to identify the needs and wants
of present and potential customers because the customers of

the forest product industry are a changing mix of people
with specific desires and needs than those of the past.

RESEARCH

MODELS

PERTAINING TO CUSTOMER VALUE

Four models relating to customers value and
satisfaction are described below:

intrinsic attributes (color, absence of pulp and

convenience) and affected value perception. Extrinsic

attributes (size, ready to serve and easy to open) added

value, and other higher level abstractions (appreciation).
2) The sacrifice components of perceived value include
monetary prices and non-monetary prices.
3)Extrinsic attributes serve as "value signals" and can
substitute for active weighing of benefits and costs.
4) The perception of value depends on the frame of
reference in which the consumer is making an evaluation.
5) Perceived value affects the relationship between
quality and purchase.
12

1. An Experience-Based Norms Model Oriented Toward The
Consumer Satisfaction Process:

Prior to purchase and use of a brand, the consumer

forms expectations of its performance in a particular use

situation.

These expectations are predictions of the nature

and level of performance the user will receive (Woodruff et
al. 1983).

After using the product, the consumer compares

perceived actual performance with expected performance.
Confirmation results when the two performance match.

A

mismatch will cause a positive (perceived performance
exceeds expectations) or a negative (perceived performance
falls below expectations) disconfirmation.
Confirmation/disconfirmation leads to an emotional reaction
called satisfaction/dissatisfaction (Woodruff ^

1983).

According to Morris (1976) there are cultural norms

which people use to evaluate a product's performance.
Satisfaction is the result of the degree to which perceived
performance matches the norm.

Satisfaction is

conceptualized as an addictive function of positive and/or

negative disconfirmations of perceived attribute levels
obtained from a brand and the corresponding comparison
levels of those attributes (La Tour and Peat 1979a).

Positive emotions (e.g. contentment, delight, pleasure,

etc.) should result from a positive disconfirmation and

negative emotions (e.g. disappointment, frustration, anger,
etc.).

Because of the above-mentioned issues Woodruff et

al. (1983) developed experience-based model of CS/D (Figure
13

2).

The model extends the basic paradigm by offering an

expanded view of;

First, how prior experience with brands influences
confirmation/disconfirmation

The nature and amount of a consumer's beliefs about

these products are derived from personal use experience,
word-of mouth endorsements/criticisms, and/or the marketing
efforts of companies.

Such experiences will yield three

kinds of inputs: (1) expectations about a focal brand, (2)
experience based performance norms and (3) brand attitudes.
First, focal brand expectation are likely to result
from the decision to use the brand, but each consumer may
have much broader experience within a product class.
Consumer's experiences may be with: (1) a product (brand)

unit, (2) other units of the same brand, (3) other similar
brands, (4) a type of product consisting of a set of similar
brands competing for the same use situation, (5) a whole
class of products comprising different product types
competing 'for the same need or want.
Second, breadth of experience may cause consumers to
form norms or standards that establish what a focal product

should be able to achieve.

Third, brand attitude refers to

a consumer's effect or feeling toward the brand itself.
Brand attitude is influenced indirectly by prior experience

through the mediating variables of brand expectations and
performance norms (standards)-(assuming the consumer has
experience with brands other than the focal products).
14
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Figure 2. Experience Based Norms Model Of Customer
Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction.

Source:

Adapted from Woodruff, R.B., Cadotte, E.R.,
and Jenkins R.L. 1983. Journal of Marketing,
20(8):296-304.
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Second, how the post-use performance influences the
evaluation process
According to Woodruff et al. (1983), after using a
brand, a consumer may note how it performed. Such

perceptions are the results of a purely cognitive process.
Presumably consumers have some idea of specific attributes

or benefits which a brand must provide to meet needs/wants.
Perceived overall brand performance is determined by
some combinations of beliefs about the brand's various

performance dimensions. These dimensions according to Day
(1977) should be viewed as: 1) Brand attributes and

functions, 2) Social approval of the brand use, and 3) The
costs and efforts expended in obtaining and using a brand.

According to Oliver (1980b) and Olson and Dover (1979),

prior experiences of consumers may bias their perceptions of
brand performance.

Prior attitudes toward the brand may

also tend to shift post-use brand evaluations from what they

otherwise would have been.

Expectations and attitudes may

influence the perception of a brand performance.
Third, how norms (steindards) serve as the basis of
comparison or frame of reference
Woodruff ^ al.(1983) pointed out that norms
(standards) serve as frame of reference for evaluating

performance; therefore, resulting confirmation or
disconfirmation and satisfaction will be relative to the

norms.

The type performance norm used by consumers is

derived from the various product and brand experiences they
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had within the product class and in comparable situations
(Day 1977; La Tour and Peat 1979a, 1979b, 1980).

There are

at least two norms possible because experience can vary over
brand and product types: 1) brand-based norm may be
operating when one brand dominates a consumer's set of brand

performance.

These experiences form a distribution along an

overall performance dimension.

The reference brand is

different from the focal brand when variety seeking
influences brand choice or unavailability of the reference

brand at the time of purchase causes brand substitution.
According to Woodruff ^ al. (1983), 2) product-based

norm may be operative when a consumer had experience with
several brands of a product type within a product class, but
no one brand stands out as a desired reference brand.

The

norm performance might develop from a pooling of experience
across the similar brands.

The result is a perceived

distribution of multiple brand performance bounded by the

lowest and highest performance experience.

As experience

within a product class accumulate, performance norms will
shift and/or expand to reflect the new experiences.
Fourth, during the confirmation/disconfirmation process
During the confirmation/disconfirmation process
(Woodruff et

1983) indicated that performance norms may

be used in two different ways: 1) A consumer may use a

single norm for evaluating performance of a given brand unit
on a particular occasion; 2) For some consumers and in some
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use situations, more than one norm may influence
confirmation and disconfirmation.

The zone of indifference according to Woodruff ^

al.(1983) is a perceived performance within some interval
around a performance norm and which is likely to be

considered equivalent to the norm.

Perceptions of brand

performance which are close to the norm are within a

latitude of acceptable performance, and may even be

assimilated towards the norm.

When perceived performance is

significantly different from the norm, the difference is

disconfirmation.

The relationship between brand unit

performance, norm of performance, and confirmation and
disconfirmation leads to confirmation.

Woodruff ^ al.

(1983) indicated further that the zone of indifference
concept has the following important implications for the
study of CS/D.

One implication is that for the same

consumer, the zone may differ in width for different use
situations (perceptual abilities and situational factors).

Another implication which concerns the zone of indifference
is raising the satisfaction and dissatisfaction process to
conscious level. Perceived brand performance outside the

zone of indifference is unusual and attention getting.

Fifth, the relationship between CS/D and outcomes

According to Woodruff ^

(1983) the satisfaction

outcomes may be simply a reinforcement of the consumer's
decision to use that brand for the occasion. Reinforcement
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can lead to maintenance or even strengthening of prior brand
attitudes and intentions to use the brand again (Oliver

1980a). There are two important satisfaction outcomes.
First, the enhanced likelihood of a shift in the performance

norm along the same overall performance dimension. If the

number of previous experiences is small, even a single
unusual occasion may cause a significant adjustment in the
performance norm. Second, positive or negative satisfaction
should increase a consumer's likelihood to react some way.
Day (1977, 1982) and Oliver (1980a, 1981) indicated that

these reactions may include changing brand attitudes,
changing intentions to use the brand again, giving word-ofmouth testimonials or warnings, complaining or complimenting
directly to firms, or taking legal actions.

2. A Means-End Chain Model Based on Consumer

Categorization Processes

According to Gutman (1982), means are objects
(products) or activities in which people engage (e.g.
running and reading). Ends are valued states of being such
as happiness, security, and accomplishment. In this model

Gutman (1982) explained how selection of a product or
service facilitates the achievement of desired end states.

The model consists of elements that represent the major
consumer processes that link values to behavior.
The rationale of this model, according to Gutman

(1982), is that it offers the marketers a way to position
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products by associating means (the physical aspects of

products) with advertising that seeks to tie the consumption
of products to the achievement of the desired ends (valued
states).

Gutman (1982) indicated that the model is based on

four fundamental assumptions about consumer behavior. First,
values are defined as desired end states of existence, they

play a dominant role in guiding choice patterns. Second,
people cope with a tremendous diversity of products that are
potential satisfiers of their values by grouping them into
sets or classes so as to reduce the complexity of choice.

Third, all consumer actions have consequences although all
consumers would not agree that the same action in the same
situations produce the same consequences. Fourth, consumers

learn to associate particular consequences with particular
actions.

Gutman (1982) defined consequences as any physiological
or psychological result accruing directly or indirectly to

the consumer (sooner or later) from his/her behavior. For
example, physiological consequences include satisfying
hunger, thirst, or other physiological needs, psychological
consequences resulting from one behavior are like self

esteem, improved outlook for the future, and sociological
consequences include enhanced status and group membership.
Further Gutman (1982) indicated that the advantages that

consumers enjoy from the consumption of a product or service
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are the benefits, i.e. the desirable consequences. Benefits

differ from attributes in that people receive benefits where
as products have attributes.

This model focuses specifically on the linkages between

the attributes that exist in products (the means), the

consequences for the consumer provided by the attributes,
and the personal values (the ends) the consequence reinforce
(Gutman 1982). The central aspect of the model is that
consumers choose actions that produce desired consequences

and minimize undesired consequences. Rokeach (1973)
suggested that values provide consequences with positive or

negative valences. The expectancy-value theory (Rosenberg
1956) indicated consumer actions produce consequences, and
that when consumers learn to associate particular
consequences with particular product attributes, they have
been reinforced through their buying behavior. Therefore,the
model has two critical linkages. First, the valueconsequences linkage and second, a very important
consequences-product attributes linkage.

Further, according to Gutman (1982), the means-end
chain model permits researchers to focus on the basic aims
consumers have in life while not loosing sight of how these

aims influence choices in specific situations. That is, over
time consumers learn to distinguish between products they

would not use and those they would use, and in which type of
situations they would use those products.
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Gutman (1982) pointed out that to understand the

linkages between the levels in the means-end chain the
differences as well as the similarities between the products

in the functional categories have to be studied. That is,
through the categorization process, researchers could study
how consumers organize their thinking about specific product
alternatives, and how consumers create arrays of products

that will be instrumental in helping them achieve their
desired consequences, which in turn moves consumers toward
valued end states. Thus, to enable a person to achieve

his/her values, groups or categories of products (product
classes) have to be related systematically to the higherlevel ends if the chain is to serve its instrumental

purpose. Gutman (1988) indicated that grouping of products

is determined by the object's properties. The choice of
properties is influenced by values. Consumers group products

in different categories depending on which features they
emphasize and which feature they ignore.
According to Gutman (1982), inclusiveness refers to the
degree of similarity among objects in a category and when a
categorization process takes place at each level of the

means-end chain, categories of greater inclusiveness are

formed at higher and higher levels of the chain. And by
distinction, a consumer can make a personal decision in
which he/she can make some meaningful relation to the
categories involved.
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The measurement model for the means-end chain is

comprised of the means-end chain, matrices, inputs and
outputs (Figure 3). The means-end chain has three levels of
distinctions: values, consequences and grouping. What
products "can do for the consumer" is the focus of

distinctions at the values and consequences levels.
Distinctions at the grouping level focuses on product
attributes. Inputs to the system are products and

situations, outputs are products chosen for final
consideration. According to Reynolds and Gutman (1988), the
matrices represent the ways in which products and situations
are categorized using the distinctions at the various level
of the means-end chain.

Gutman and Reynolds (1979) used an approach for

deriving values-level distinctions which involved the use of
the repertory grid. In applying the grid, it required that
respondents state how two products of a set of three are

similar and how they differ from the third product. The
situational influence was assessed by asking respondents to

indicate which consequences are likely to occur in which
situations (Gutman 1982).
As Gutman (1982) expressed in the grouping-level

distinction, products are grouped together and organized in
ways that satisfies customer needs by product types, product
variants, and brands. In the upper levels of the hierarchy,

the model assumes that the evaluative categories are
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Thus, Gutman (1982)

stressed that an evaluative category is interposed between
the consequences that are properties of a person and the

attributes that are properties of the product.

categorizing

The goal of

products at the grouping level is to identify

products and array them into sets based on their possession

of attributes that imply the ability to provide desired
consequences for the consumer (Gutman 1982).

Physical attributes that provide the desirable
consequences (e.g.,cost, size, design) are built into a
product.

According to Gutman (1982), it is essential to

develop the correspondence between distinctions at the
consequence level (e.g., prestige) and the product

attributes that imply that the product can provide such

benefits.

Consumers develop these relations by learning

about the products from packaging information, advertising,
word of mouth, and product trial. Gutman (1982) concluded

that the product attributes that imply the ability of the

product to provide benefits become key defining attributes
for the consumer.

The means-end chain model (Gutman 1982) offers

marketing researchers a guideline to procedures that

specifically address the linkages connecting values
important to the consumer to specific attributes of
products.

Gutman (1977) indicated that consumers tend to

operate at the grouping level (the lowest level of
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abstraction when sorting products into categories on
whatever basis they choose).

3. The Theory, Method, Analysis, And Interpretation of
Laddering

This method (Reynolds and Gutman 1988) through (an indepth, one-on-one interviewing technique) develops an
understanding of how consumers translate the attributes of

products into meaningful associations with respect to self.

This method was an expansion of the means-end theory (Gutman

1982).

Interviewing in laddering is typified by a series of

directed probes which determine sets of linkages between key

perceptual elements across a range of attributes (A),
consequences (C), and value (V).

Attributes, consequences,

and values are referred to as association networks (ladders)

and represent combinations of elements that serve as a basis
for distinguishing products in given product classes
(Reynolds and Gutman 1988).

Reynolds and Gutman (1988) indicated that the
distinction of the different levels of abstraction, which is
represented by A-C-V, provide the consumer with more

personally relevant ways in which products are grouped and

categorized.

Also the detailing and subsequent

understanding of these higher level distinctions provide a
perspective on how the product information is processed from
a motivational perspective, i.e. the underlying reasons why
an attribute or a consequence is important.
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Laddering variables for a hypothetical product are
summarized in Table 1. Reynolds and Gutman (1988) indicated
that the interpretations of this type of qualitative,
information permits an understanding of consumers underlying
personal motivations with respect to a given product class.
The methods involved in laddering are;
Eliciting Distinction
Probes begin with distinctions made by the individual
respondent concerning perceived, meaningful differences
between brands of products.

There are three methods of

eliciting distinctions:
Triadic Sorting

This method provided the respondents with three
products in a way eliciting responses from a respondent.

The respondent is questioned about important differences
(similarities and dissimilarities) among the three products.
Preference-Consumption Differences
Differences in preferences could also be a useful
device for eliciting distinctions. The respondents are
asked why one particular brand is their most preferred (or
second most preferred, least preferred, etc.) brand.
Differences bv occasion

It is desirable to present the respondent with a
personally meaningful contest within which to make the
distinctions. Reynolds and Gutman (1988) indicated that
people do not use or consume products in general, but they
do so in particular contexts. This method provides a
meaningful basis for the respondent to keep in mind when
thinking about differences among the stimuli. Their
distinctions could lead to a meaningful consideration of
outcomes accruing to the respondent that relate to making
distinctions among the products.

Selecting Key Distinctions to Ladder

For a given product category a respondent can typically

only mention 10 to 12 different distinctions (Reynolds and
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Table 1. Example of Laddering variables summarized for the
Hypothetical Wine Cooler
Values

Consequences

Attributes

(Benefits)
Accomplishment

Quality

Carbonation

Family

Filling

Crisp

Belonging

Refreshing

Expensive

Self-esteem

Consume less

Label

Thirst-quenching

Bottle shape

More feminine

Less alcohol

Avoid negative

Smaller

Avoid waste
Reward

Sophiscated
Impress others
Socialize

Source: Adapted from, Reynolds, T. and J. Gutman. 1988.

Laddering theory, method, analysis, and

interpretarion.

Journal of Advertising Research. 28(l):ll-32.
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Gutman 1988).

The interviewer has basically two options on

how to select which distinctions will serve as the basis for
building ladders.

First, either the interviewer can judgmentally select
which distinctions are to be used on the basis of prior

knowledge of the category or with respect to the specific
research issue at hand.

Second, the interviewer can present

a card with all the mentioned distinctions on it and have

the respondent rate the relative importance of each, then
select those with the highest ratings.
Basic Problems of Laddering

Reynolds and Gutman (1988) pointed out that there are

two problems in laddering.

First, when the respondent does

not answer, the question should be changed or rephrased in a
situation context.

sensitive.

Second, issues were sometimes too

There are basically three techniques that can be

employed to deal with respondent blocks due to sensitive
issues.

First, move the conversation into a third person

format to create a role playing exercise.

Second, the

interviewer can reveal a relevant personal fact (fabricated)
about himself/herself that makes the respondent feel less
inhibited by comparison.

Third, make note of the problem

area and come back to the issue when other relevant

information is discovered in the interview (Reynolds and
Gutman 1988).

Six laddering techniques were used by Reynolds and
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Gutman (1988). First, "evoking a situational context" works
best when respondents are providing associations while
thinking of a realistic occasion in which they would use the

product. Second, "postulating the absence of an object or a
state of being" when respondents cannot move beyond a

certain level.

Respondents should be encouraged to consider

what it would be like to lack an object or to feel a certain
way.

Third, through "negative laddering" much can be

learned by inquiring into the reason why respondents do not

do certain things or do not want to feel certain ways.
Fourth, "age regression contrast probe" encourages

respondents to think critically about their feelings and
behavior by moving backwards in time.

Fifth, when

respondents find it difficult to identify their own motives
or to articulate them, the best way to elicit responses is
to ask how others they know might feel in similar

circumstances, this is "third person probe".

Sixth, in

"redirecting techniques" (silence/communication check), the
interviewer can be silent to make the respondent keep trying
to look for more appropriate or definite answer.

In

"communication check" the interviewer can repeat back what

the respondent has said and ask for clarification, i.e. for
a more precise expression of the concept.

From the above

laddering techniques, Reynolds and Gutman (1988) concluded
that if one attribute or consequence ceases to become mobile
(i.e. the respondent has a block that does not allow the
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discussion to proceed further), it is of no benefit to
continue the laddering process with it.

4.Gaps Analysis Method;
Quality

A Conceptual

Model For Service

The rationale for service marketing research lies in

the fact that service marketing has unique characteristics
that distinguish it from tangible goods (Zeithaml ^ al.

1985).

These notable characteristics of service marketing

are: intangibility, inseparability of production and
consumption, heterogeneity, and perishability.

There are

problems wliich stem from these characteristics and it is the
goal of service marketing research to develop strategies to
overcome them.

Parasuraman et

(1988) indicated that because of the

increasing competition and rapid deregulation, many service
and retail businesses seek profitable way to differentiate
themselves.

One strategy that has been related to success

in these businesses is the delivery of high service quality

(Thompson ^ ^.1985). Therefore, the delivery of superior
service quality appears to be a prerequisite for the success
of these businesses in the 1990's and beyond.

Parasuraman ^

(1985), conducted in-depth focus-

group interviews of executives in four nationally recognized
service firms.

Parasuraman ^ al. (1985) indicated that a

set of key discrepancies or gaps exists regarding executive

perceptions of service quality and the tasks associated with
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service delivery to consumers (Figure 4).

These gaps can be

major hurdles in attempting to deliver a service which
consumers would perceive as being of high quality.
Consumer Expectation-Management Perception Gap (Gapl):

There are discrepancies between executive (management)

perceptions and consumer expectations.

Parasuraman ^ al.

(1985) discussed the essence of why service firm executives
may not always understand what features connote high quality
to consumers in advance, what features service must have to
meet consumer needs, and what levels of performance on those

features are needed to deliver high quality service.
Zeithaml (1982) suggested that service marketers may not

always understand what consumers expect in a service.
Management Perception-Service Quality Specification Gap
(Gap2):

Parasuraman ^

(1985) pointed out that a variety of

factors, e.g., resource constraints, market conditions,
and/or management indifference, may result in a discrepancy
between management perceptions established for a service.
The gap between management perceptions of consumer

expectations and the firm's service quality specifications
will affect service quality from the consumer's view point.
Service Quality Specification-Service Delivery Gap
(Gap3):

Each firm reported difficulty in adhering to these
standards because of variability in employee performance.

The gap between service quality specifications and actual
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service delivery will affect service quality from the
consumers stand point.

Service Delivery-External Communication Gap (Gap4):

This gap represented the difference between service
delivery, what is communicated about the service to the
consumers (Zeithaml ^ al. 1988).

Parasuraman §t si. (1985)

indicated that external communications can affect not only

consumer expectations about a service but also consumer

perceptions of the delivered service.

The discrepancies

between service delivery and external communications in the
form of exaggerated promises and/or the absence of
information about service delivery aspects intended to serve

consumers can affect consumer perception of service quality.
Expected Service-Perceived Service Gap (Gap5):

Judgments of high and low service quality depend on how
consumers perceive the actual service performance in the
context of what is expected.

Parasuraman ^

(1985)

added that the quality that a consumer perceives in service
is a function of the magnitude and direction of the gap

between the expected service and perceived service.

According to Parasuraman ^

(1985), service quality as

perceived "by a consumer depends on the size and direction of
this gap which, in turn, depends on the nature of the gaps
associated with the design, marketing, and delivery of
services.

Therefore, the final gap is a function of all the

previous gaps.

Parasuraman et
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(1985) added that the

magnitude and directions of each gap will have an impact on
service quality.

From this exploratory study Parasuraman et

al. (1985). discovered that consumers had service quality
determinants.'
To isolate differences in evaluation of quality for

goods and services, Nelson (1974), and Darby and Kami
(1973) proposed a classification of properties of goods by

distinguishing among: (1) Search properties that include
attributes which consumers can determine prior to purchasing
a product (e.g. color, style, price, feel, hardness, and

smell); (2) Experience properties, i.e. attributes which can

According to Parasuraman et al. (1985) deteminants

of service quality as suggested by consumers are:

1) Reliability: which involves consistency of
performance and dependability meaning firm performs the

service right the first time; the firm honors its promises.
2) Responsiveness: the willingness or readiness of
employees to provide service.

3) Competence: possessing of the required skills and
knowledge to perform the service, i.e., knowledge and skill
of contactor operative support personnel.

4) Access: involves approachability and case of contact
eg by telephone; time, convenient hours of operation and

location of service facility.

5) Courtesy: involves politeness, respect,

consideration and friendliness of the contact personnel.

6) Communication: means keeping customers informed in
language they can understand and listening to them.
7) Credibility: involves trustworthiness,
believability, honesty, involves having the customers best
interests at heart.

8) Security: the freedom from danger, risk, or doubt.
9) Understanding/knowing the customer: it involves
making the effort to understand the customers needs. Also
learning the customers specific requirements; providing
individualized attention.

10) Tangibles: includes the physical evidence of
personnel; tools or equipments for the service and other

customers in the service facility.
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be distinguished after purchase or during consumption (e.g.
taste, wearability, and dependability); and (3) Credence
properties which are characteristics that the consumer may
find impossible to evaluate even after purchase and
consumption.

Zeithaml (1981) indicated that, in general, services
that were "high in search properties" were easier to
evaluate and those "high in experience and credence

properties" were more difficult to evaluate. Zeithaml (1981)

noted that services contain "few search properties" and more
"experience and credence properties", which makes quality
evaluation difficult relative to product quality.
Parasuraman et

(1985) also indicated that because

few search properties exist with services and because

credence properties were difficult to evaluate, consumer's
perception of service quality depends on the nature of the

discrepancy between the expected service (ES) and perceived
service (PS).

Parasuraman et al. (1985) proposed that when

expected service is greater than perceived service (ES>PS),

perceived quality is less than satisfactory and will tend
toward ideal quality.

When expected service equal perceived

service perceived quality is satisfactory.

When expected

service is greater than perceived seirvice, then perceived
quality is more than satisfactory and will tend toward ideal
quality, with increased discrepancy between ES and PS.
Parasuraman ^

(1985) suggested a number of areas
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for future research; First, there is a need for the

development of a standard instrument to measure consumer's
service quality perceptions.

Second, there is a need to

device reliable methods to measure the distinct gaps

occurring on the marketers side.

Third, there is a need to

examine the nature of the association between service

quality as perceived by consumers and its determinants.
Fourth, there is a need to incorporate in the service

quality measurement, certain statements for ascertaining if
consumer expectations differ.

Fifth, there is a need to

focus on how the word-of-mouth communications, person needs,

and past experience influence consumers' expectations.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS
GAP ANALYSIS

A gap analysis for assessing product and service
attributes, benefits and satisfaction was conducted (Figure

5). In the method of "gap analysis" the key assvimption is
that differences exist in the perceptions of product and
service quality between the producer and the customer
(Parasuraman ^

1985).

A Tennessee hardwood lumber

company was selected for the gap analysis based on the

findings of a study by Ostermeier ^ al. (1992), i.e. the

company had an orientation for the customer, was proactive
to change,' and was an open system for new information.
Twenty-one customers of the selected company were chosen for

gap analysis.^ Fifteen customers of the initial list of 21
were selected for personal interview and the mail
questionnaire.

One company in Tennessee declined to

participate in the study.

Selection of the customers for

the personal interviews was strongly influenced by the cost
incurred to administer the interviews.

Fifteen companies

The selection of the 21 companies was based on the

type of firm and the firms' geographic proximity to

Knoxville, TN, i.e. the firms were in the "exposed wood"

market segment and were within a 200-mile radius of

Knoxville. In each firm that participated in the personal
interviews, the executives that were interviewed were the

operations manager and sales manager.

"Exposed wood" is

defined as lumber that is used for the secondary

manufacturing of wood products where the final wood product

is displayed.
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S

were selected for the personal interviews.

Twenty customers

were involved in the mail questionnaire and were grouped in
two:

(1) customers personally interviewed; (2) All

customers (customers personally interviewed and customers
not interviewed).

The following information was collected: (1)
contribution of the attributes to the overall value of the

product; (2) contribution of the benefits to the overall
value of the product; (3) satisfaction and dissatisfaction
with the product and service attributes; (4) satisfaction
and dissatisfaction with benefits; and (5) overall
satisfaction and dissatisfaction of delivered product and

services.

This information was the focal point of the

analysis.

Interviews of the management and the customers

were recorded and later transcribed for analysis.

The

format for interview questioning is included in Appendices I
and II.

PRE-TEST

The personal interview format was pre-tested with two
hardwood lumber-using companies in East Tennessee, i.e. a
cabinet-door and special-order manufacturer.

The pre-test

interviews were used to enhance interview techniques (i.e.,

to improve communication ability and interaction) and to
estimate the time required to complete the interview.

The pre-test was recorded and modifications in the
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interview technique and format were made, e.g. appropriate
words like "features" and "characteristics" of the product
were used instead of "attributes".

The terms "satisfaction"

and "dissatisfaction" seemed to be difficult concepts to

administer during the interview; instead the respondents

were questioned regarding "positive and negative
experiences" associated with the use of the producer's
products and services.

SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

1. Personal Interviews Questions Format

Personal interview questions followed an "open-ended"

format.^ During the personal interviews, information was
also collected pertaining to the type and size of the firm,

location, types of hardwood lumber used, product line and
geographic market served.
2. Mail Questionnaire

A mail survey instrument was developed from the

personal interviews of the producer and its customers.

The

types of product and service attributes, and benefits that

According to Dillman (1978) open-ended questions are
used to stimulate thought, solicit suggestions, probe

people's memories and clarify positions. They give
respondents a chance to vent frustrations and state
opinions. Also they are indispensable for exploratory
studies in which the researcher's main purpose is to find
the most salient aspects of a topic, perhaps in preparation
for developing close-ended questions for later survey
(p.87).
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were considered to be important by the producer and customer
were developed from the personal interviews.

The mail questionnaire was pre-tested with one hardwood
lumber-using company in East Tennessee and six university
personnel knowledgeable with forest products.

Mail survey

questions were "close-ended" with ordered- answer choices
(Appendix III and IV)

In question 1 of Section II of the

questionnaire, the customers and producer were asked to rate
the contribution of each attribute and benefit to the

overall value of the product and service.

A rating scale of

seven points between the extremes of "extremely high
contribution" and "diminishes the value" was used (Note; in

the mail questionnaire the scale of -1 to +5 was used for

convenience only but the data was encoded using a scale of
+1 to +7).

Wilkie and Pessemier (1972) pointed out that

attributes in a product and service with the highest

contribution are more important than others in determining
purchasing behavior.

The "delighted-terrible" (D-T) scale

was used in question 2 to measure the customer's and

producer's satisfaction with attributes and benefits.

A

rating scale of seven points between the extremes of

^ According to Dillman (1978) close-ended questions

tend to be quite specific, restricting respondents to think
about a limited aspect of life in a limited way. They are
often narrow as open-ended questions are broad. To answer

these questions respondents must identify the response
dimension that underlies the answer choices and place

themselves at the most appropriate point on a scale that is
implied by the answer choices (p.89).
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"delighted" and "terrible" was used (Note: in the mail
questionnaire the scale of -3 to +3 was used for convenience
only but the data was encoded using a scale of +1 to +7).
According to Westbrook (1980) the advantages of the D-T
scale over other satisfaction scales are:

1) improved representation of the construct of
satisfaction through more explicit reference to and
gradation of the effective component;

2) improved differentiation of responses at the upper
end of the satisfaction continuum;

3) allowance for respondents who may never have

evaluated their satisfaction with the product and

service, which reduces potential response bias due to
abstrusiveness and demand effects.

The customers and their producer were also asked to rate
"overall" satisfaction and dissatisfaction with delivered

products and services.

DATA COLLECTION

The study area included companies in five states:
Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi and Tennessee.
Personal interviews were conducted with the operations

and/or sales managers of 14 companies in three states
(Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia).

The interviews were

conducted to assess managements' expectations of products

and service attributes, benefits and experiences (Appendix

I). Personal interviews of the president, executive vicepresident of sales, operations manager and sales manager of
the hardwood lumber producer also were conducted.
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The

interviews were conducted to assess the supplier's

perceptions of products and service attributes, benefits and
experiences as expected by the customer (Appendix II).

The

interviews of the producer were taped and transcribed for
analysis.

Mail questionnaires were sent to the producer's

executive management and to the 20 previously selected
customers (Appendices III and IV).

A cover-letter

explaining the study and ensuring confidentiality, with a
return-postage envelope, were sent to the respondents (i.e.

to the operations manager or purchasing personnel) with the

survey (Appendix III).

Every effort was made to maximize

response rate, e.g. attractive packaging, return postage,
etc. (Levy and Lemenshow 1991).

Non-respondents to the initial mail-survey received
follow-up telephone calls two weeks after the initial
mailing.

Non-respondents to the first follow-up telephone

call were contacted by telephone one week after the previous
contact.

The mail survey was terminated five weeks after

the initial mail-out.

RESPONSE RATE AND ANALYSIS

Fourteen of the 15 companies initially selected

participated in the personal interviews.

The company that

declined participation in the study did not give an

explanation for the decision.

Nine companies were in
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Tennessee, four companies were in Alabama and one company

was in Georgia. In addition to the personal interviews of
14 companies, all companies (20) were sent mail

questionnaires. All 14 companies personally interviewed
responded to the mail survey, five of the remaining six
companies that were not interviewed also responded.

However, one of the five respondents declined participation
because the company only purchased lumber once from the
producer.

Mean separation technique was used for testing for
"gaps" between customer expectations and management

(supplier) perceptions.

A "gap" was considered to be a

significant difference in the statistics x.

Means

separation tests were used via the General Linear Models
(GLM) procedure of SAS (SAS Institute Inc. 1992).

The

Hochberg (1974) extension of the means separation test was

used due to unequal cell sizes, i.e. some respondents did
not respond to every question.

All mean responses were un

weighted, i.e. no attempt was made to measure the influence
of the four executives of the supplying company.

The

Hochberg technique is an extension of the T-method for
multiple comparisons (Hochberg 1974).

All tests were

conducted at 0.05 significance level.

The problem with

using statistical methods (e.g. means separation with the
Hochberg extension) with a small sample size was addressed,

i.e. study results cannot be used to estimate a statistical
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model for predicting expected frequencies of the producer's
population of customers.

The population for the producer was considered to be

the president, executive vice-president of sales, operations
manager and sales manager, respectively (N=4).

A sample

of

producer's customers in the "exposed-wood" market segment
that existed within a 200-mile radius of Knoxville, TN,

consisted of 21 firms (N=21).

The sample of the "exposed-

wood" market segment is not representative of the producer's
population of "exposed-wood" using customers.
The reason for canvassing a small segment of the

producer's customers was because of the budget constraints
of administering the study.

The study does not ensure

statistical reliability, validity or accuracy of the

estimators of the survey for the producer's entire

population of customers.® The estimators (x) from the
mail survey of customers personally interviewed were
unbiased (Levy and Lemeshow 1991).

The estimators of the

mail survey of customers not personally interviewed were not
unbiased, i.e. two customers did not complete the survey.

®The "reliability" of an estimated population

characteristic refers to how reproducible the estimator is

over repetitions of the process yielding the estimator. The
"validity" of an estimated population characteristic refers
to how the mean of the estimator over repetitions of the

process yielding the estimate, differs from the true value

of the parameter being estimated. The "accuracy" of an
estimator refers to how far away a particular value of the
estimate is, on average, from the true value of the
parameter being measured (Levy and Lemeshow 1991).
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

COMPANY CHARACTERISTICS

Because of different industrial practices and customer

needs, the principal use of hardwood lumber is for flooring
molding and millwork or for remanufacture into furniture,
cabinets and dimensions.

Companies that participated in

"on-site" interviews produced different types of products
and service; furniture (36%), flooring (28%), cabinets

(22%), dimension-lumber (7%) and distribution of lumber (7%)
(Figure 6).

The largest proportion of customers used red

oak, grade IC and 20 (29%), white oak grade 20 and 3A 0

(19%), yellow-poplar FAS grade (19%) and 10 (10%) and hard
maple 20 (5%) (Figure 7)

Each company had an average of 180 (a range of 80 to
220) employees.

Geographic market areas served by the

According to U.S. Department of Agriculture (1972)

the grade of a piece of lumber is based on number,
character, and location of features that may lower the
strength, durability, utility, value of the lumber. Among

the more common visual features are knots, checks, stains
and pitch pockets, some of which are a natural part of the
tree. Because of the wide variety of wood species,
industrial practices, and customer needs, different lumber
grading practices coexist.
The best grade in factory is termed First and the next
grade Seconds (First and Seconds are combined in one grade
FAS). The third grade is termed Selects, followed by No. 1
Common, No.2 Common,Sound Wormy, No.3A Common, and No.3B
Common
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companies were generally in the southern and eastern United
States.

OVERALL SATISFACTION LEVELS

There were no "gaps" in perceptions of "overall
satisfaction" of product and services between the customers

and the producer at the .05 significance level.

Also, there

were no "gaps" in perceptions of overall satisfaction of
product and services between the customers and "other best
supplier".

The customers' satisfaction level with the

products and services provided by the producers was "mostly
satisfied" to "pleased" (5£=5.45).

Also, customers'

satisfaction level with the products and services provided

by the other best supplier was "mostly satisfied" to
"pleased" (x=5.50) (Figure 8).
The customers' satisfaction level with the extent to

which their business needs were met by the producer was

"mostly satisfied" to "pleased".

Customers' satisfaction

level with the extent to which their business needs were met

by the other best supplier was "pleased" (x=6.00) (Figure
9).

The average "overall satisfaction" level of the

producer's products and services was 82.5% (+ 2.6% s.d.).
The range of "overall satisfaction" was 70% to 100%.

The

average "overall satisfaction" level of the other best

supplier's products and services was 82.4% (+ 2.5% s.d.).

The range of overall satisfaction was 70%-100% (Figure 10).
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GAP ANALYSIS

Several "gaps" existed between customer expectations
and management perceptions.

Some "gaps" were identified

from the personal interviews while most "gaps" were
identified from the mail questionnaire.
1.

Personal Interviews

Product Attributes

Attributes of a product are built into it and in light
of a given use situation, important attributes to the
customer are developed (Gutman 1982; demons and Woodruff

1991).

For example, in this study from the interviews of

customers and executives of the supplying company, 20

product attributes (Table 2) were identified.

The following excerpt from one conversation with the
operations manager of a customer illustrates the

identification of key product attributes (I=Interviewer,
R=Respondent).

I;

What are the important manufacturing steps in

R:

When we receive green lumber from the supplier we

your company's operations?

inspect the lumber to confirm the grades and

identify defective lumber, air-dry the lumber by
grades, kiln-dry it, dry it in the shed, plane it,

cut-it-to length, rip-it to required width, cut-to-

specified length, mold-it (plane all the 4 sides)
and eventually take it to the machine room for

profile edging, drilling of holes and finishing.

I:

R:

By confirming the grades and kiln-drying the

lumber, what features of wood are desired from
these processes (use-situation)?
The proper moisture content.
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Table 2. List of customer expectations and management

perceptions of important product attributes.

B. Producer perceptions of

A. Customer expectations of
important

important

product attributes

product attributes

Consistent high grade

Meets grade specifications

Consistent moisture content

Consistent moisture content

Absence of end-splits

Absence of end-splits

Absence of honey-comb

Prevent honey combing

Stress-free lumber

Eliminate wood-stress

Absence of foreign bodies

Consistency in texture

Straight and even grain

Consistent grain

Consistent width

Maximizing width

General cleanliness

Minimizing defects

Consistent length

Maximizing length

Absence of warp (cup, bow)

Straightness of lumber

Consistent color

Consistency in color

Presence of end-coating

Presence of end-coating

Presence of end-trimming

Presence of end-trimming

Absence of end-checks

Absence of end-checks

Absence of surface-checks

Absence of surface-checks

Absence of mineral stain

Absence of blue stain
Provision of uniform

Consistent thickness

square edges

Favorable machine traits

Provision of uniform

Absence of sap-wood

Species selection

square ends
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I; Why is the right moisture content important?

R: By maintaining a 6-8% moisture content the lumber
has favorable machine traits and the wood is

stress-free.

The management of the hardwood lumber supplier was
asked to describe perceptions of important product

attributes desired by customer.

Consider the following

conversation;

I.

Please describe the first important

R.

Procurement of high quality logs is our first step.

manufacturing step of your company?

This goes together with our quality control system.
We make the proper species selection, give our
logging teams the proper logging specifications,
i.e. according to the customers' desired attributes
(e.g., correct maximum log length for potential
grade and recovery).

I.

In the procurement of high quality logs what
features of the wood are of concern?

R. By cutting the logs in the longest possible units
we consider what the market requires, i.e., what
the customers wants. If we perceive that our

customers want long length lumber we have to
harvest long length logs. Also if our customers

want lumber with good texture and grain we have to

select species with slow-growth rate and we have to
discriminate against fast-growing species (i.e., to
avoid lumber with a high content of sap wood).

This dialogue indicated that certain product features were

expected by the customers and perceived correctly by the
management of the supplier.

In the analysis, the supplier did not correctly

identify all attributes important to the customers

interviewed, i.e. absence of foreign bodies, consistent

thickness," general cleanliness and absence of sap wood. The
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supplier may have been aware of some of these attributes but
"overlooked" them in the interview, i.e. the supplier
considered the attributes to be given a lower bound to

product quality demanded by its customers.

However,

customers generally gave more detailed information when

discussing important product attributes. This may indicate

the producer has an opportunity to improve its understanding
of customer needs.

Customer expectations focused on product-related

(intrinsic) attributes, while management perceptions of
customer expectations generally focused on "customer wants".
In product attributes, the supplier and its customers had
differences in perception in absence of foreign bodies.
Customers perceived that absence of foreign bodies (e.g.

nails, bullets and fencing wires) in lumber is an important

product attribute in production. Presence of foreign bodies
may cause loss of production time and lumber. The producer

did not perceive that they supplied lumber with foreign
bodies.

The supplying company identified key quality standards

(specific operational standards) which relate to important
customer expectations, i.e. good grade lumber, long log-

length, and consistent moisture content. It is important to
note that open-ended questions were used to produce

responses of the most salient product attributes.
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Table 3. List of customer expectations and management

perceptions of service attributes

B. Management perceptions

A. Customer expectations
of important

of important

service attributes

service attributes

Stable prices

Competitive prices

Promptness of delivery

Promptness delivery

Responsive to order

Reliable sales personnel

Availability of grades and
species

Constant communication
Provision of stock list

Supplier's reputation

Provision of kiln-dry

Personal, relationship

lumber

Accurate communication

Good public relations

Trademark

Trademark

Protective packaging

Protective packaging

Packaging information

Efficient loading and
unloading processes
Protective information
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Bervice Attributes

Customer expectations as related to service attributes

were generally very similar to the management perceptions of
key service attributes.

From the interviews of customers

and executives of the supplying companies, 11 attributes

were identified in the study (Table 3).

The following

excerpt from the conversation of the purchasing officer of a
customer illustrates a key service attribute:

I. What are important service attributes you expect
from a supplier?

R. To establish a good business relationship with the
supplier.

Customers expected that accurate communication would

improve the quality of product and seirvice attributes
provided by the supplier. Unlike objects (e.g. lumber),
there are rarely precise manufacturing specifications of
service quality, i.e. service is intangible, it cannot be

counted, measured, inventoried, tested, and verified in
advance of sale.

Previous research in services (Zeithaml

1981) suggested that a firm may find it difficult to
understand how consumers perceive their services and

evaluate service quality. Service performance often varies

by producer and customer. Quality of service occurs during
a service delivery, usually in an interaction between the
customer and the contact person from the supplying firm.

When the management of the hardwood lumber supplier was
asked to describe perceptions of important service
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attributes desired by the customers, the following excerpt

from the transcripts illustrated the management perceptions:
I. After establishing contact with the customer_ (by

phone or by fax), what goes on? Is there an initial
price discussion?

R. There is an exchange of information, such as,

product specifications (what the customer wants i.e.
the grade, thickness and length) and the requirement
of hardwood lumber to use. Customers do not give the

total requirements; in fact, they indicate items of
dissatisfaction with the current vendor. After

exchanging of information, if there is a fit, the
price of lumber is quoted.

The above transcript illustrated that when purchasing
the products the customers employed many tangible cues to
judge quality: grade, length, width, moisture content,
delivery time and stable price.
Customers indicated that vital attributes of high

quality services were "high accurate information" and
"prompt delivery".

The producer perceived correctly that

giving accurate information to the customer was focal to
customers expectations.

Consider the following

conversation:

I. What would you like the customer to feel after
establishing contact?

R. That the customer has been treated with courtesy,

needs have been met as thoroughly as possible and

they have received value.

The most important

thing is the customer can compare other

suppliers to us and not us to other suppliers.
We try to take the main focus away from price.
Competitive pricing is an important attribute in
service and in the market.

To some extent price becomes a pivotal service quality
indicator (Zeithaml

1981). In service attributes,
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differences existed in the perceptions of price, e.g., what
the customers meant by stable prices did not mean the same

thing to the management perceptions of the competitive
price.
Desired Benefits

According to Gutman (1982), in product-use situations
customers have desired benefits (consequences) they are

trying to achieve. Consumption situations provide them with
an opportunity to achieve these consequences.

Customers

evaluate product-use situations in terms of their potential
impact over time.

Further, Gutman (1982) indicated that the advantages

that consumers enjoy from the consumption of a product or

service are benefits, i.e. desired consequences.

Benefits

differ from attributes in that people receive benefits, and

products have attributes. Expected benefits from different
use-situations by the customers and the management of the
supplying company are given (Table 4).

.In the personal interviews both the customers and

management indicated that the most salient desired benefits
from product/service in different use situations were

"maintaining a smooth business atmosphere", "optimizing

yield", "improving productivity", "minimizing production
cost" and "improving the product value". The supplying

company's management believed that maintaining and improving
good public relations was the key to understanding the
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Table 4.

List of Customer expectations and management

perceptions of desired benefits

B. Producer perceptions

A. Customer expectations of

desired benefits

desired benefits

To avoid arbitration

Maintain a smooth business

To maintain and improve

To meet our customer's

with the supplier

specifications

To optimize the yield

To improve productivity

To minimize production cost

To minimize production cost

Improve the product value

Add value to our products

To improve productivity

Be competitive

atmosphere with customers

product and service

good working relations

Maintain supplier loyalty
Maintain a consistent

lumber supply
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expected benefits demanded by its customers.
Use-Experience

Customers were asked to discuss the use-experiences

that were most apparent before and after using these

products.

Woodruff et al. (1983) indicated that consumers'

beliefs about a certain brand are derived from personal use

experience, word-of-mouth endorsements/criticisms, or the

marketing efforts of companies.

More specifically Woodruff

et al. (1983) indicated that:

"breadth of experience may cause consumers to form norms
or standards that establish what a focal brand should
be able to achieve".

For some, use-experience was based on the performances

promised by the seller, and for others it seemed to be

internally generated notions of what the product should do
or what was wanted (Woodruff ^

1991).

Consider the

following conversation with the operations manager of a
customer personally interviewed:

I: What experiences stand out most from using these
products?

R: Our supplier has improved on meeting our

specifications. They provide us with packaging

information, meet delivery time and have good grade

lumber.

I: Any negative experiences?
R: Sometimes we receive lumber with inconsistent

grades. Once, we received poorly dried lumber that
had internal splits.

During machining we lost

production time and lumber. This problem resulted
in a loss of $15,000.

The results obtained from the personal interviews
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indicated that customers had some ideas of specific product
and service attributes and benefits which the product must

provide to meet their need/wants in the manufacturing of
cabinets, furniture etc.

According to Gutman (1982) customers developed

correspondence between the product attributes and the
desired benefits.

For example: "meets grade specification"

corresponds to the desired benefit "avoid arbitration".
This imply that if the supplier would supply a product that
"meets grades specifications" expected by its customers, "no
need of arbitration".

Product and service attributes that

imply the ability of the product to provide benefits became
key defining attributes to the customer.
2.

Mail Questionnaire.
Product Attributes

Customers Personally Interviewed.

There were two

"gaps" that existed between managements' perceptions and
customers' expectations pertaining to the contribution of
attributes to overall product value.

"Presence of end

trimming" and "absence of surface checks" were product
attributes where customers and supplier had a significantly

different viewpoint.

These two product attributes were

^°It is important to note that statistical methods

(i.e. Hochberg technique) were performed on small number of
observations.

Even though each group (customer and

supplier) had an estimated variance, the limitations of a

small number of observations should be noted, i.e.

inferences about appropriate distribution and expected

frequencies are limited.
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significantly different at the .05 significance level
(Table 5). Executives of the supplying company indicated
that "presence of end trimming" had a "slight" to
"moderate" contribution (x=3.50) to overall product value,
while customers felt the attribute had a "moderate" to

"high" contribution (x=4.92) to overall product value.
"Absence of surface checks" was viewed by this group of

customers to have a "high" to "very high" contribution

(x=5.31) to overall product value. The supplier considered
the attribute to have a "very high" to "extremely high"
contribution (x=6.50).

The customers viewed "consistent moisture content",

"meets grade specifications", and "consistent thickness" to
be the most important product attributes to overall product
value.

The supplier considered "meets grade

specifications", "absence of surface checks", "consistent
moisture content", "absence of honey-comb", and "absence of

warp" to be the most important product attributes
contributing to overall product value.

Four "gaps" existed between managements' perceptions
and the interviewed customers' expectations of product

attribute satisfaction. "Consistent color," "absence of end

checks," "absence of surface checks", and "absence of

sapwood" were the attributes where the management and the
interviewed customers had significantly different viewpoints
(Table 6).
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The supplier perceived that its customers were "mixed"

to "mostly satisfied" (x=4.50) with "consistent color" while
the customers were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.83)
with "consistent color" of the product.

Customers were

"pleased" to "delighted" (x=6.09) with "absence of end
checks", While the supplier felt its customers were "mostly
satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.25) with absence of "end
checks."

The management of the supplying company perceived its

customers were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.25) with
"absence of surface checks".

Customers were "pleased"

(x=6.00) with the "absence of surface checks" in the product
supplied.

The customers indicated they were "mostly satisfied" to

"pleased" (x=5.36) with "absence of sapwood" in the product.
The supplier perceived its customers were indifferent

(mixed) (x=4.00) with this attribute. It is apparent that
in one instance customers had lower expectations in one

product attribute (absence of surface checks) as related to
its expected contribution to the product value than the

producer. In most instances the supplier exceeded its
perceived levels of customers satisfaction, i.e. customers
were more satisfied with product attributes than perceived
by the supplier.

All Customers,

the group

In responding to the mail questionnaire

of "all customers" indicated that, no "gap"
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existed between the managements' perceptions and customers'

expectations of product attributes as related to the
contribution of the attribute to the overall product value.

The management of the supplying company and the group of
"all customers" indicated that all the twenty product

attributes were very important and contributing "extremely

highly" to overall product value (Table 7). In this
instance the supplier and the group of "all customers" had a

higher perception of the contribution of value to all twenty
product attributes, therefore, no improvement in this case
is necessary.

The group of "all customers" indicated there were six
"gaps" between managements' perceptions and customers'

expectations of product attribute satisfaction. "General
cleanliness", "consistent width", "consistent color",
"absence of end checks", "absence of surface checks" and

"absence of sapwood" were the attributes where management
and this group had significantly different perceptions. The
product attributes were significantly different at .05
significance level (Table 8).

The supplier perceived that its customers were "mostly
satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.75) with the "general

cleanliness" of the product, while all customers indicated

that they were "pleased" to "delighted" (x=6.50) with this
attribute of the product.

The customers felt that they were

"pleased" (x=6.19) with "consistent width" of the product,
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while the supplier indicated that its customers were "mostly
satisfied"" (x=5.25) with this attribute.

The supplier perceived that its customers were "mixed"
to "mostly satisfied" (x=4.50) with the "consistent color"
of the product, while all customers indicated that they were

"mostly satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.69) with "consistent
color" of the product.

The customers perceived that they

were "pleased" (x=6.00) with the "absence of end checks",
while the supplier perceived that its customers were "mostly
satisfied" (x=5.25) with the attribute.

The management of the supplying company perceived that
its customers were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.25)
with "absence of surface checks" of the product.

The

customers were "pleased" (x=5.94) with this attribute of the

product.

All customers perceived that they were "mostly

satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.33) with "absence of sapwood"
in the product.

The supplier perceived that its customers

were "mixed" (x=4.00) with this attribute of the product.
It is interesting to note that in all the instances the

supplying company perceived that it was doing a poor job in
satisfying the customers' desired product attributes than
was indicated by the customers.

Both, the supplier and the group of "all customers"
considered the following attributes to be the most commont

"meets grade specification", "consistent moisture content",
"absence of end-splits", "absence of honey comb", "absence
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of foreign bodies", "straight and even grain", "consistent
thickness", "general cleanliness", "absence of warp (bow,

cup)", "consistent length", "presence of end-coating",
"favorable machine traits" and "stress-free lumber".

Expectations of the "customers interviewed" as related
to product attributes provided by the producer and "other

best supplier" indicated there were no "gaps" in perceptions
between the two groups (Table 9 and Table 10).

The

attributes "meets grade specifications", "consistent
moisture content", "absence honey comb", "consistent

thickness", "general cleanliness" and "absence of warp (cup,

bow)", were the most important product attributes expected
of the producer (supplier) and from the "other best
supplier."

Expectations of "all customers" as related to the

perceptions of the producer and the "other best supplier"
suggested that there were no "gaps" that existed in the

perceptions of all customers relative to the contribution of
product attributes provided by the producer and the "other

best supplier" (Table 11). All of the customers indicated
that "consistent moisture content", "meets grade

specifications", "absence of honey comb", "consistent
thickness", "general cleanliness", "absence of warp (bow,

cup), "absence of end-splits", and "stress-free lumber" were
most important, satisfying and pleasing.
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Expectations of the group of "all customers" as related
to their satisfaction to product attributes provided by the

producer and " other best supplier" indicated that there
were six "gaps" in perceptions between the two groups.

"General cleanliness", "consistent width", "consistent

color", "absence of end checks", "absence of surface checks"
and "absence of sap wood " were the attributes where the

group of "all customers" had significant difference (a=.05)
(Table 12)'.
Service Attributes

Customer Personally Interviewed.

There was one "gap"

that existed between managements' perceptions and the

interviewed customers' expectations of contribution to value
of service.

The management of the supplying company and

customers interviewed had a significant difference (a=0.05)

in the attribute "personal relationship" (Table 13).

The

supplier indicated that "personal relationship" had a "high"
contribution (x=5.00) to overall product value, while the
customers interviewed felt that the attribute had a "very
high" contribution (x=6.08).

Three "gaps" existed between managements' perceptions
and customers' expectations of satisfaction of service
attributes.

The attributes, "personal relationship"

"accurate communication" and "protective packaging" were the

attributes where management and the customers interviewed

had significantly different perceptions at a significant
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level (a=0.05), (Table 14).

The supplier indicated that its customers were "mixed"
to "mostly satisfied" (x=4.75) with "personal relationship".
The interviewed customers perceived that they were "pleased"

to "delighted" (x=6.33) with "personal relationship" during
service contacts.

Customers interviewed were "pleased" to

"delighted" (x=6.33) with "accurate communication" given by
their producer.

The supplier indicated that its customers

were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.25) with "accurate
communication".

The management of the supplying company

felt that its customers were "mixed" to "mostly satisfied"

(x=4.50), while the customers indicated that they were

"mostly satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.73) with protective
packaging.

The supplier perceived it was meeting the satisfaction
of its customers at high levels as related to "promptness of

delivery", "provision of stock-list", "availability of
grades/species", "supplier's reputation", "accurate
information" and "packaging information."

Customers

interviewed were generally more satisfied with service
attributes provided by the producer than perceived by the
supplier.

All Customers.

The responses from this group suggested

that two "gaps" existed between the managements' perception
and "all customers'" expectations of service attributes as
related to the contribution of the attribute to overall
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product value. The management of the supplying company and
"all customers" had a significant difference (a=0.05) in the
attributes "personal relationship" and "accurate
communication" (Table 15).

The management considered that "personal relationship"
had a "moderate" to "high" contribution (x=4.75) to overall

product value. The group of all customers felt that the
attribute had a "very high" to an "extremely high"
contribution (x=6.31) to the overall product value.

The supplier indicated that "accurate communication"
had a "high" to "very high" contribution (x=5.25) in
service.

All customers indicated that "accurate

communication" had "very high" to "extremely high"

contribution (x=6.31) to overall product value. In this
case, an improvement in this area by the supplier may not be

needed giVen that the customer considered its contribution
higher than the producer.

Responses by the group of "all customers" indicated
there were three "gaps" between managements' perceptions and
customers' expectations pertaining to satisfaction of
service attributes.

The three service attributes "personal

relationship", "accurate communication", and "protective

packaging" were the attributes where management and all
customers had significantly different viewpoints (Table 16).

The supplier indicated that its customer were "mixed"

to "mostly satisfied" (x=4.75) with "personal relationship".
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The group of all customers was "pleased" to "delighted"
(x=6.31) with personal relationship. The group of all
customers was "pleased" to "delighted" (x=6.31) with
"accurate communication".

The supplier perceived that

customers were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.25) with
"accurate communication".

The supplier indicated that its

customers were "mixed to "mostly satisfied" (x=4.50) with

"protective packaging". All customers were "mostly

satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.80) with "protective packaging"
delivered by the supplier.

In this instance, the customers

appear to be more satisfied with the service attributes

provided by the supplier than was perceived by the supplier.
Even though the supplier had lower perceptions of the
contribution of value to these service attributes, its

customers had a higher level of satisfaction of the service
attributes than was perceived by its customers. Therefore,
no improvement in this case is warranted.

One "gap" existed in the perceptions of the interviewed
customers' expectations of service attributes as related to
the satisfaction provided by producer relative to its "other

best supplier" in "competitive price." This was also the
case for the group of "all customers." In both instances,
the customers interviewed and all customers had a

significant difference (a=.05) in "competitive price" (Table
17 and Table 18).

Customers personally interviewed perceived that they
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were "mostly satisfied" (x=5.00) with "competitive price"

provided by the supplier. Customers interviewed indicated

that they were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.75) with
"competitive price" provided by "other best supplier." All
customers indicated that they were "mixed" to "mostly

satisfied" (x=4.94) with "competitive price" provided by the

supplier.

All customers perceived that they were "mostly

satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.64) with "competitive price"
given by their other best supplier respectively.
Therefore, the customers' "other best supplier" had a

more "competitive price" than the producer.

This may be an

important service attribute where the producer may improve
services.

According to Westbrook and Oliver (1980) a high

level of satisfaction is believed to increase the likelihood

that the product in question will be included in the
customers emotions, increase the favorability of brand
attitude, and increase the degree of intention to

(re)purchase the product.

Low levels of satisfaction or

dissatisfaction presumably may tend to motivate the customer

to seek other means, i.e. purchase from other best supplier
or complain to other customers.

It is important to note that competitive prices did not
overshadow the feelings of this group of customers as

related to the other service attributes.

In fact, all

customers were "mostly satisfied", "pleased" and "delighted"
with all ten service attributes delivered by the producer
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and the other best supplier.
Desired Benefits

CustomeT Interviewed.

There was only one "gap" between

managements' perceptions and interviewed customers'

expectations of desired benefits. The management of the
supplying company and customers were significantly different
at .05 significant level as related to "minimizing
production costs" (Table 19).

Management considered that "minimizing production
costs" had a "moderate" to "high" contribution (x=4.75) to

overall product value. Customers interviewed indicated that
the desired benefit had a "high" to "very high" contribution
(x= 6.22) to overall product value.

Two "gaps" existed between the managements' perceptions
and interviewed customers• expectations as related to

satisfaction of desired benefits.

The supplier and the

interviewed customers were significantly different at .05

significant level as related to "maintaining and improving
business relations" and "minimizing production costs"
(Table 20).

Management indicated that its customers were "mixed" to

"mostly satisfied" (x=4.50) as related to "maintaining and

improving business relations." Customers interviewed felt
that they were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.92) by
"maintaining and improving business relations."
Customers interviewed indicated that they were "mostly
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satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.67) with "minimizing production
costs" desired.

The supplier perceived that its customers

were "mixed" to "mostly satisfied" (x—4.50) in "minimizing

production costs." In this instance the supplier is doing a
better job than it perceived in satisfying customer desired
benefits.

All customers.

One "gap" existed between the

managements' perceptions and all customers' expectations of
the contribution of desired benefits as related to overall

product value.

The supplier and all customers were

significantly different at .05 significant level as related
to "minimizing production costs" (Table 21).

The management considered that "minimizing production
costs" had a "moderate" to "high" contribution (x=4.75) to

the overall product value.

All customers indicated this

desired benefit had a "very high" to "extremely high"
contribution (x=6.20) to the overall product value.

Two "gaps" existed between

managements' perceptions

and the group of all customers' expectations of satisfaction
of desired benefits. "Maintaining and improving business
relations" and "minimizing productions costs" were the
desired benefits where management and all customers were

significantly different at .05 significant level (Table 22).
The supplier perceived that its customers were "mixed"
to "mostly satisfied" (x=4.50) with "maintaining and

improving business relations." All customers indicated
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they were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.94) in
"maintaining and improving business relations" with
supplier.

All customers felt that they were "mostly satisfied" to

"pleased" (x=5.67) with "minimizing production costs". The
management of the supplying company perceived that its
customers were "mixed" to "mostly satisfied" (x=4.50) with

"minimizing production costs" desired from the supplier.
This result is consistent with the previous findings where

the producer is doing a better job than perceived as related
to the customers' desired business relations.

The management of the supplying company indicated that
all ten desired benefits were very important, "mostly

satisfying" and "pleasing" to its customers.

All customers

indicated that all ten desired benefits expected from their

supplier were important, "mostly satisfying" and "pleasing."
No "gaps" existed in the perceptions of the customers
interviewed and "all customers" between the producer and the

"other best supplier." Customers interviewed and "all
customers" considered all ten desired benefits expected from

both the producer and "other best supplier" were important
and satisfying (Table 23, Table 24, Table 25 and Table 26).
The interviewed customers and the group of all

customers perceived that all ten desired benefits expected
from the products/services delivered by their producer were

very important, "mostly satisfying", "pleasing" and
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"delighting." Both, the interviewed customers and the group
of all customers indicated that all ten desired benefits

expected from the product/services delivered by their "other
best supplier" were very important, "mostly satisfying" and
"pleasing." In all these instances the producer and the
"other best supplier" are doing a better job in satisfying
customer desired benefits than perceived by the supplier.
Positive and Negative Gaps

Negative gaps* These gaps occurred in most instances
when the mean responses of the customer expectations were

less than the mean responses of management perceptions. The

management of the supplying company perceived that "absence
of surface checks" had "extremely high" contribution

(x=6.50) to the overall product value. Customers personally
interviewed indicated that this product attribute had a

"high" (x=5.31) contribution to overall product value.

Another negative gap, existed in the perceptions of the
"interviewed customers" and "all customers'" expectations of
service attributes as related to the satisfaction provided

by producer relative to its "other best supplier" in
"competitive price." Customer personally interviewed

perceived that they were "mostly satisfied" (x=5.00) with
"competitive price" provided by the supplier, while they
were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" (x=5.75) with

"competitive price" provided by "other best supplier". "All
customers" perceived that they were "mixed" to "mostly
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satisfied" {x=4.94) with "competitive price" provided by the
supplier, while they were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased"
(x=5.64) with "competitive price" given by their "other best

supplier". This indicates that customers are dissatisfied
and not obtaining value from the supplier (Table 27 and
Table 28).

A loss of loyal customers and hence revenue may

be eminent to the supplier.

PosxtivB gaps. Twenty five "positive gaps" for both
the "customers personally interviewed" and "all customers"
occurred when the mean responses of the management were

significantly less than the mean responses of the customer

expectations (Table 27 and Table 28). This implies that the
producer may be investing more resources than necessary to
maintain the attributes and benefits it supplies.

Such

resources may be critical in allocating them to areas where
negative gaps exist.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An exploratory investigation, based on a qualitative
technique and a mail survey, was conducted to address the
following study objectives:

1. Identify the types of product and service
attributes, and desired benefits (or consequences)
that were considered to be important by a. group of
secondary hardwood lumber manufacturers, i.e.

furniture, flooring, cabinets, dimension lumber
etc. and their supplier.

2. Measure the perceived contribution of these
attributes and benefits to the overall value of the
product.

3. Analyze the differences ("gaps") between management

perceptions (supplier) and customer expectations of
attributes, benefits and satisfaction.
4. Introduce this methodology to a hardwood lumber

company as a tool for continually improving their
understanding and delivery of products and service
attributes, benefits and satisfaction.

Objective 1. In-depth "on-site" interviews consisting
of open-ended questions were conducted. Based on the "onsite" interviews 20 product attributes, 10 service
attributes and 10 desired benefits were identified by the
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customers and their supplier.

Collecting data for objective

one brought forth some insights: 1) Some important
attributes and desired benefits identified by the customers

were similar to those that were identified by the supplier.

Some attributes not identified by the supplier were

identified the customer as key product and service
attributes; 2) There were differences ("gaps") between the

customers' expectations and managements' perceptions of

products and service attributes and benefits; 3) Key quality
standards were identified by the management and were related

to important customer expectations; e.g. good grade lumber,
long log length, consistent moisture and accurate
information.

Objective 2.

A mail survey was used to measure the

perceived contribution of the attributes, benefits and
satisfaction as related to the overall value of the product.

Hochberg's mean separation technique was used for testing
"gaps" between customer expectations and management

perceptions, even though, the limitations of small sample
size was noted.

Objective 3.

Twenty eight "gaps" existed between

customers', expectations and management' perceptions of

product attributes, service attributes, desired benefits and
satisfaction.

Two "negative gaps" i.e. "absence of surface

checks" and "competitive price" for both the customer

personally interviewed" and "all customers" occurred
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indicating that the supplier did not meet the customers

expectations and therefore, customers were dissatisfied.
Because of these negative "gaps" a loss of loyal customers

and therefore, revenue may be eminent to the supplier.
"Positive gaps" occurred in most instances when the
mean responses of the management perceptions was

significantly less than the mean responses of customer

expectations. One "positive gap" in product attributes that
occurred between the supplier and the customers personally
interviewed as related to the contribution to overall value

was in "presence of end-trimming." Customers personally
interviewed perceived that "presence of end-trimming" had
"moderate" to "high" contribution to value, while the

supplier indicated that the attribute "slight" to "moderate"
contribution to value.

In satisfaction "positive gaps" occurred as related to

the perceptions in "consistent color", "absence of end
checks", "absence of surface-checks" and "absence of

sapwood." The supplier perceived that the customers were
"mixed" to "mostly satisfied" with the attributes while the
customers were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" with these
attributes.

In service attributes "positive gaps" for customers

personally interviewed existed in the contribution to
overall product value. The supplier felt that "personal
relationship" had "high" contribution to overall product
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value. The customers interviewed considered this attribute

to have "very high" to extremely high" contribution in
service.

As related to the satisfaction of service

attributes "positive gaps" occurred between the customers

and the supplier in "personal relationship" and "accurate

communication" and "protective packaging." The supplier was
"mixed" to "mostly satisfied" by these attributes while, the
customers were "pleased" to "delighted."
In desired benefits, the supplier and the customers

personally interviewed had "positive gaps" in "minimizing
production costs" as related to the contribution of this
desired benefit to the overall value of the product.

As

related to the satisfaction of desired benefits "positive

gaps" occurred between the customer personally interviewed
and the supplier in "maintaining and improving business
relations" and "minimizing production costs."

"Positive gaps" between the supplier and the group of
"all customers" as related to the satisfaction of product
attributes to the overall value occurred in "general

cleanliness", "consistent width", "consistent color",
"absence of end checks", "absence of surface checks" and
"absence of sap wood." For example, in "general
cleanliness" the supplier perceived that the customers were

"mostly satisfied" to "pleased" with this attribute, while
the customers indicated that they were "pleased" to
"delighted".
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As related to the contribution of service attributes to
the overall value of the product, one "positive gap"

occurred between the supplier and the group of all customers
in "accurate communication." The supplier perceived that
"accurate communication" had "high" to "very high"

contribution to value, while its customers felt that this
service attribute had an "extremely high" contribution to
overall product value.

In the satisfaction of service attributes the supplier

and the group of "all customers" had "positive gaps" in the
perception of "personal relationship", "accurate
communication" and "protective packaging." In "personal

relationship", the supplier perceived that, its customers
were "mixed" to "mostly satisfied" with this attribute,
while the customers indicated that, they were "pleased" to

"delighted." The group of "all customers" perceived that

they were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" with "protective
packaging" and "accurate information" respectively. The
supplier felt that its customers were "mixed" to "mostly
satisfied" with these service attributes.

In desired benefits the supplier and the group of "all
customers" had one "positive gap" related to the

contribution of "minimizing production costs" to the overall

product value. The supplier perceived that "minimizing
production costs" had "high" contribution to overall product
value. The group of "all customers" indicated that
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"minimizing production costs" had "very high" to "extremely
high" contribution to the overall product value.
As related to satisfaction, the supplier and the group

of "all customers" had one "positive gap" in "maintaining

and improving business relations." The supplier indicated
that its customers were "mixed" to "mostly satisfied" with
this desired benefit, while the group of "all customers"

perceived that they were "mostly satisfied" to "pleased" in
"maintaining and improving business relations."

Objective 4. The objective was met via a on-site visit
and seminar with the senior executives of the supplying

company. The purpose of the presentation was to outline the
methodology and discuss results of the study.

CONCLUSIONS

The most important insight obtained from analyzing the

responses (from both the qualitative and mail surveys) is
that the study revealed 40 dimensions that customers and the

supplier use in forming expectations and perceptions of

product and services. The research indicated some "negative
gaps" occurred because the supplier did not meet customers

expectations. Marginal improvement from the supplier's side
would symbolize a commitment to the process of continuous

improvement in meeting customers expectations. "Positive
gaps" occurred in most instances when the customers

expectations exceeded suppliers perceptions. The supplier
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may be investing more resources than necessary, such
resources may be critical by allocating them to areas where
negative gaps exist.

IMPLICATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This study was conducted with a relative small sample
of customers of one company and is not representative of the

hardwood lumber industry. Dimensions generated from this

study can be used for larger samples of the customers of one
or more hardwood lumber companies clustered in different

regions in the U.S., i.e. northwest, southwest, etc.
For future research there is a need to examine the

criterion of managerial relevance to evaluate the gaps (i.e.
how big a difference is motivating to the producer for

continuous improvement efforts?). Also there is a need to
make more detailed comparison of gaps (e.g., by management

position in the supplying firm and by segment of customer
firms).

Collecting data using this method is very expensive

(e.g. $625 per customer, not including fixed expenses, motor
vehicle travel only, 1992 dollars). Adequate funding should
be planned and if possible shared among the involved
parties.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I

CUSTOMERS• PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

PERSONAL INTERVIEW

CUSTOMERS (HARDWOOD LUMBER USERS):

SECTION

I.

The

following

questions

information about your business.

pertains

to

some

1. Company name:

2. Business address:

3. What is your position with your company?

4. Type of business;

5. a) What types of hardwood lumber do you use in the
manufacturing processes of hardwood cabinets and flooring
materials? Indicate to me which is the most predominant

type of hardwood lumber?

b) From which company does your fim purchase most of your
hardwood lumber? Where is it located?

OPERATIONS MANAGER'S PERCEPTIONS OF PRODUCT
ATTRIBUTES

SECTION II-. The following questions pertains to "what features
of a product and desired benefits contribute most
to value"? The goal of the questioning is to
understand what product features and benefits you
find important and how you value them.

I. Can you start from the beginning and describe to me, the
96

most important manufacturing/production steps,
R. 1.
3.
5.

2.
4.
6.

Others:

I. In step 1. What wood features are important in this use
situation?

R.

I. Why are these wood features specifically important in this
step of the manufacturing process?

R.

I. What are the desired benefits in this step of the
manufacturing process?

R.

I. In step 2. What wood features are important in this use
situation?

R.

I. Why are these wood features specifically important in this
step of the manufacturing process?

R.

I. What are the desired benefits in this step of the
manufacturing process?

R.

I. In step 3. What wood features are important in this use
situation?

R.

I. Why are these wood features specifically important in this
97

step of the manufacturing process?
R.

-

I. What are the desired benefits in this step of the
manufacturing process?

R.

I. In step 4. What wood features are important in this use
situation?
R.

I. Why are these wood features specifically important in this
step of the manufacturing process?

R.

I. What are the desired benefits in this step of the
manufacturing process?

R.

I. In step 5. What wood features are important in this use
situation?

R.

I, Why are these wood features specifically important in this
step of the manufacturing process?

R.

I. What are the desired benefits in this step of the
manufacturing process?

R.

I. In step 6. What wood features are important in this use
situation?

R.

—
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I. Why are these wood features specifically important in this
step of the manufacturing process?

R.

I. What are the desired benefits in this step of the
manufacturing process?

R.

I, What else can you tell me about the product features and
the benefits desired that is of interest?

R.

I. Which of these wood features and benefits are the most

important (i.e. contribute most to the value of the
product). Can you rank them for me?

R. 1.

2.

3.

^4. .

5.

-6. .

I. What experiences stand-out most from using these products,
(these can be either positive or negative).
For example: Receiving products with certain defects....

R. positive experiences:

negative experiences:

PURCHASINQ OFFICER'S PERCEPTIONS OF PRODUCT/SERVICE
ATTRIBUTES AND DESIRED BENEFITS

The following questions pertains to "what features and
desired benefits of a product and service contribute

most to value"? The goal of the ^estioning is to

understand what product and service features and
99

benefits you find important and how you value them.

I. Can you start from the beginning and describe to me the
most important steps in the purchasing procedure?
R. 1.

- 2..

5.

6._

3.

4._

Others:

I. In step 1. What product and service features are important?
R.

I. Why are these product and service features specifically
important in this step of the purchasing procedure?
R.

I. What are the desired benefits
purchasing procedure?

in this step of the

R.

I. In step 2. What product and service features are important?
R.

I. Why are these product and service features specifically
important in this step of the purchasing procedure.

R.

I. What are the desired benefits in this step of the
purchasing procedure?

R.

I. In step 3. What product and service features are important?
R.
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I. Why are these product and service features specifically
important in this step of the purchasing procedure.

R.

I. What are the desired benefits in this step of the
purchasing procedure?

R.

I. In step 4. What product and service features are important?
R.

—

I. Why are these product and service features specifically
important in this step in the purchasing procedure?
R.

I. What are the desired benefits in this step of the
purchasing procedure?

R.

I. In step 5. What product and service features are important?
R.

I. Why are these product and service features specifically
important in this step of the purchasing procedure.
R.

I. What are the desired benefits in this of the purchasing
procedure?

R.

I. In step 6. What product and service features are important?
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R.

I. Why are these product and service features specifically
important

in this step of the purchasing procedure?

R.

I. What are the desired benefits in this step of the
purchasing procedure?

I. What else about product and service features and desired
benefits can you tell me that is of interest?

R.

I. Which of these features benefits are the most important
(i.e. contribute most to the value of the product). Can you
rank them for me?
features

R. 1.
3.
5.

2.
4.
6.
benefits

1.
3.
5.

2.
4.
6.

I. What experiences stand-out most from purchasing these
products? (these can be either positive or negative).
For example, delay in the delivery time...
R. positive experiences;

negative experiences;
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ADDITIONAL BUSINESS INFORMATION;

1. By the way;

a) On average, how many full-time employees do you have?
1-10

11-25

25-50

50-100

over 100

b) What were your total sales in 1991?
$

c) What was your market share in 1991?

d) What are geographic markets served by your firm?

COMMENTS:
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APPENDIX II
PRODUCER'S PERSONAL INTERVIEW

PERSONAL INTERVIEW

PRODUCERS (HARDWOOD LUMBER MANUFACTURER):

SECTION I. The following questions pertains to some
information about your business.

1. Company name:

2. Business address;

3. What is your position with your company?
4. Type of business:

5. a) What types of hardwood lumber do you produce for the
exposed hardwood market (e.g., cabinets and flooring
materials). Indicate to me which is the most predominant
type of hardwood lumber?

b) To which companies (e.g., in the exposed hardwoods
market segment) does your firm sell mcpst of your
hardwood lumber?

Indicate at least fifteen companies,

Where are they located?

OPERATIONS MANAGER'S PERCEPTIONS OP PRODUCT
ATTRIBUTES

SECTION II. The following questions pertain to "what features

and benefits of a product the producer perceive
contribute most to value"? The goal of the

questioning is to understand what product/se^ice
features and benefits the producer consider to be
important to the customer and how they value them.
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I. Can you describe to me the most important manufacturing
steps (e.g., in the production of lumber) for the exposed
hardwoods market segment.
R. 1.
3.

2.
4.

5.

6.

Others:

I. In step 1. What wood features do you consider are important
to the customer in this use situation?
R.

I. Why do you consider these wood features to be specifically
important to the customer in this step of the manufacturing
process?
R.

I. What are the desired-end user benefits in this step of the
manufacturing step?
R.

I. In step 2. What wood features do you consider are important
to the customer in this use situation?
R.

I. Why do you consider these wood features to be specifically
important to the customer in this step of the manufacturing
process?

R.

I. What are the desired end-user benefits in this step of the

manufacturing process?

R.

I. In step 3. What wood features do you consider are important
to the customer in this use situation?

R.
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I. Why do you consider these wood features to be specifically
important to the customer in this step of the manufacturing
process?
R.

I. What are the desired end-user benefits in this step of the
manufacturing process?
R.

I. In step 4. What wood features do you consider are important
to the customer in this use situation?
R.

I. Why do you consider these wood features to be specifically
important to the customer in this step of the manufacturing
process?
R.

I. What are the desired end-user benefits in this step of the
manufacturing process?
R.

I. In step 5. What wood features do you consider are important
to the customer in this use situation?
R.

I. Why do you consider these wood features to be specifically
important to the customer in this step of the manufacturing
process?
R.

I. What are the desired end-user benefits in this step of the
manufacturing process?
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R.

I. In step 6. What wood features do you consider are important
to the customer in this use situation?
R.

I. Why do you consider these wood features to be specifically
important to the customer in this step of the manufacturing
process?
R.

I. What are the desired end-user benefits in this step of the
manufacturing process?
R.

I. What else can you tell me about the product features

and

desired benefits that are of interest to the customer?
R.

I. Which of these wood features and desired benefits do you

perceive the customer consider to be the most important
(i.e. contribute most to the value of the product). Can you
rank them for me?
features

R. 1.
3.

2.
4.

5.

6.

benefits
.•

2.

'•

4.

>•

6.

I. What experiences stand-out most from producing these
products for the customer (e.g., these can be either
positive or negative)?.

R. positive experiences!
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negative experiences:

SELLING OFFICER'S (EXECUTIVE
VICE-PRESIDENT OF SALES)
PERCEPTIONS OF PRODUCT, SERVICE ATTRIBUTES AND BENEFITS

The following questions pertains to "what features and
desired benefits of a product and service the producer
perceive contribute most to value"? The goal of the

questioning is to understand what product and service
features and benefits the producer find are important to
the customer and how they value them.

I. Can you describe to me the most important steps in the
selling procedure.

2..
4..

R. 1..
3..

6.

5.

Others:

I. In step 1. What product and service features do you

consider are important to the customer in this selling

situation?
R.

I. Why do you consider these product and service features to
be specifically important to the customer in this step of
the selling procedure?

R.

I. What are the desired end-user benefits in this step of the
selling process?
R.

I. In step 2. What product and service features do you

consider are important to the customer in this selling
situation?
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R.

I. Why do you consider these product and service features to
be specifically important to the customer in this step of
the selling procedure?

R.

I. What are the desired end-user benefits in this step of the
selling procedure?
R.

I. In step 3. What product and service features do you

consider are important to the customer in this selling
situation?

R.

I. Why do you consider these product and service features to

be specifically important to the customer in this step in

the selling procedure?
R.

I. What are the desired end-user benefits in this step of the
selling procedure?
R.

I. In step 4. What product and service features do you^
consider are important to the customer in this selling
situation?
R.

I. Why do .you consider these product and service features to

be specifically important to the customer in this step in

the selling

procedure?

R.

I. What are the desired end-user benefits in this step of the
selling procedure?
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R.

I. In step 5. What product and service features do you

consider are important to the customer in this selling

situation?
R.

I. Why do you consider these product and service features to
be specifically important to the customer in this step in
the selling procedure?
R.

I. What are the desired end-user benefits in this step of the
selling procedure?
R.

I. In step 6. What product and service features do you

consider are important to the customer in this selling

situation?
R.

I. Why do you consider these product and service features to
be specifically important to the customer in this step in
the selling

procedure?

R.

I. What are the desired end-user benefits in this step of the
selling process?
R.

I. What else about product and service features and desired
benefits can you tell me that is of interest to the
customer?
R.

I. Which of these features and desired benefits do you

consider are the most important to the customer (i.e.
Ill

contribute most to the value of the product). Can you rank
them for me?
features

R. 1..
3..

2..
4..

5.

6.

benefits

1..
3..

2..
4..

5.

6.

I. What experiences stand-out most from selling these products
to the customers? (these can be either positive or
negative).
R. positive experiences;

negative experiences;

COMMENTS:
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APPENDIX III

MAIL SURVEY FOR THE CUSTOMERS

Customer Value and Satisfaction Survey
for the

Hardwood Lumber Industry

The University of Tennessee
Department of Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries
274 Plant Sciences Building
Knoxville.TN 37901-1071
June 1992

Dear

We have enclosed a questionnaire to help determine customer value and satisfaction in the

hardwood lumber industry. We would like to ask for your cooperation in completing the
questionnaire.

This questionnaire is part of a larger research program being undertaken to help hardwood
lumber companies adjust to changing business conditions. The specific objective of the

questionnaire is to identify the seller's (producer) and buyer's (customer) preferr^ product and

service attributes. The overall goal is to assess the benefits of these attributes to the buyer and
gauge the differences in perception of satisfaction between the seller and buyer.
You are assured of complete confidentiality of your responses. Your responses will be
aggregated with responses from other companies. Individual company responses will never be
released to
or any other source.

If you have any questions or require additional information please call or write Mr. Tim Young
at (615) 974-7126. We appreciate your contribution to our research work. We anticipate this
portion of our overall project to be complete by September 1992. Please contact us at that time

if you are interested in the study results.
Thanks again.

Sincerely,

Paul M. Winistorfer

Timothy M. Young

Associate Professor

Research Associate

enclosure

The following queslions pertain to the general information about your company:
1. Bnefly describe the type of product(s) your company produces?

2. What are the predominant species and grades of hardwood lumber you
purchase from

3. What is the total annual board foot volume of hardwood lumber that you
purchase from

The next set of questions pertains to your perceptions of product and service

attributes, benefits and overall satisfaction. Please turn to the next page.
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Listed on the next two pages are various attributes and benefits associated with the products and services
that you receive from, _
Respond to each question by placing an "X'
over the
number in the nwst appropriate box for each attribute or benefit. Please answer Ouestons 1 and 2 for each
attribute or benefit t>efore moving on to the r^ext attribute or t>enefit.

Question 2

Question 1
Ttw contribution ol this

Mv Mtlstaction with

attrlbuie to th« overall

regarding this

value of the product Is''

attribute is?

%
ft;
ft.:
Product Attributes
*2 *3

Meets grades specifications..
Consistent mositure content..

>

*2 +3

>

*2 *3

+2 *3

Absence of end-splits

Absence of ■honey<omb"

■1-2 I fS

Absence of foreign bodies

>

*2 1-3

4

>

*2\*3

4

>

+2+3

Straight and even gram

3

Consistent theKness

3 . 4

General cleanliness

3

Consistent length

3

Consistent width

3 I 4

Absence of warp (cup. bow). ..

A

■r2if3

+21+3

1 I 0

+2 +3
+21+3

Consistent color.

+2 +3

3 i 4

Presence of end-coating

I 3

Presence of end-tnmmmg

>

>

Absence of end-checks

3 I 4

Absence of surface checks...

+3

-3

+2

>

+3

+2 +3

Absence of mineral stain

+2 +3

Absence of sap-wood

+2 +3

Favorable machining traits. ..

+2 +3

Stress-free lurnloer.

+2 +3

Service Attrlbutea

Corrpetitive pricing

+2 +3

>

Promptness of dellve^.

+1

+2 +3

Provision of stock list

+2 +3

Availability of grades/species.

+2 +3

Supplier's reputation

+2 +3

Personal relationship.

>

+2 +3

Accurate communication

>

+2 +3

+2 +3

Trademark.

+2 +3

Protective packaging
Packaging information

1

0
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3

-2

1

0

+2 +3

Question 2

Question 1
The contnbjiion ol this

My eatistactlon with
regarding this

beneftt to the overall

value ot the product Is''

benefit is''

%

s;

Detlred Beneftti
*2 43

Avoid arbitration

Maintaining and irrtproving
42 43

-2

good business relations

Meeting product and
42 43

service specifications
4l

Optimizing yield
Minimizing production costs...

->

Improving product value

42 43

3 -2

+1

43

3 -2

41

42 43

4l

42 43

4l

42 43

41

43

42 43

Improving productivity
Supplier loyalty
Maintaining consistent
1

lumt>e' supply

2

3

■2

A

1

3i A

Attaining mgmt, goals

0

For each of the following questions, please check the blank that t>est represents your overall

satisfaction with the products and services provided by.

t. What IS your overall satistaction with the products and services provided by

Delighted

Pleased

Mostly

Mixed

Mostly

Satisfied

2 Ih general, to what extent does
43

42

Unhappy

Tarrible

Dissatisfied

meet your business needs?
4I

Extremely

-1

-2

Extremely

Ne It tier

Poorly

Well

3. Overall, how satisfied have you been with the products and services of
100%

B0%

80%

70%

60%
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50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Lisied on the next two pages are various attributes and benefits associated with the products and services
that you receive from vour "best suBPlier"
Respond to each question by placing an

*X
'over the number in the most appropriate box. Please answer Questions 1 and 2 for each attribute or
benefit before moving on to the next attritxjte or benefit.

Question 2

Question 1
The contribution ot this

My tatafaction arith

attribute to tha overall

the 'other best"

value ot the product is?

supplier ragait^ng this

V

attribute is?

fk

%

A'

<e

Product attrlbulei
*2 *3

Meets grades speclticalions..

*2 +3

"Consistent mosrture content...

Absence ot end-splits

*1 *2 *3

Absence ot "honey-comb*

+1 *2 *3

Absence of foreign bodies

*2 *3
*2 *3

Straight and even grain
Consistent thickness

>

*2 ■t3

General cleanliness

>

■^2 4-3
*2 ♦3

Absence ot warp (cup. bow)
Consistent length

>

Consistent width

*2 *3

Consistent color

*2 +3

Presence ot end-coatmg

*2 +3

Presence ot end-trimming

4-2

Absence of end-checKS

42 43

4-3

42 43

Absence of surface checks..

>

Absence ot mineral stain.

42 43

Absence ot sap-wood

42 43

Favorable machining traits

42 43

Stress-tree lumber

42 43

Service Attrlbutee
42 +3

Competitive pricing

42 43

Promptness of delivery.
+1

Provision ot Stock list

42 43

Availability of grades/species..

42 43

Supplier's reputation

42 43

Personal leiationship.

42 43

42 43

Accurate communication
4t

Trademark.

42 43

Protective packaging
Packaging intomnailon.

42 43

1

0
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2

3

4

5

3

-2

1

0

42 43

Question 2

Question 1

My satistactlon with

The contribalion ot this
benefit to the overall

the 'other t)esr

value of the product is''

supplier regarding this

V

bertefit is?

%

Dealred Beneflta
*2 *3

Avoid arbitration..

Maintaining and inproving
-t

good business relations....

*2 *3

<»1

Meeting product and
+2 *3

service specifications

Optimizing yield

+1

43

+1

43

43

Minimizing production costs..
Improving product value
Improving proouctivrty

>

Supplier loyalty

>

-2

► -3

-2

43

♦1

*2 43

Maintaining consistent
1

lumber supply

0

-1 I 0

Attaining mgmt. goals

+1

*2 43

*1

*2 43

For each of the following questions, please check the blank that best represents your overall

satisfaction with the products and services provided by the "other best" auDoller.

1. What IS your overall satisfaction with the produas and services provided by the 'other best' supplier.

Delighted

Pleased

Mostly

Mixed

Mostly

Satisfied

Unhappy

Terrible

Dissatisfied

2. In general, to what extent does the 'other best' supplier meet your business needs?
43

42

4l

Extremely

0

-1

-2

Extremely
Poorly

Neither

Well

3. Overall, how satisfied have you been with the products and services of the 'offter best' supplier?

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

120

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

The following questions in this section pertain to general
information about your company:
1. What geographical markets are served by your firm?
SE USA
SW USA
NE USA
NW USA

Canada

2.

Europe

. Asia (Not Japan)

Japan

. South America

Fill in the blanks below

Major

Iota' sales

Estimated market share

Products:

ppllarsorear

For the SE Qeonraohic market
i" 1991

1._

2._
3..
4.

COMMENTS:

What could your hardwood lumber supplier do to better facilitate your
production needs?
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APPENDIX IV

MAIL SURVEY FOR THE PRODUCER

Listed on the next two pages are various attributes and benefits associated with the products and services

tliat were defir)ed by your customers Respond to each question by placing an *X * over the rxjmber in

the most appropriate box regarding your perception of the importar»ce of each attribute or benefit Please
answer Questions 1 and 2 for each attribute or benefit before moving on to the next attribute or benefit.
Question 2

Question 1
Irfanagement't perception

Management's

of this attribute to trie

aatistaction ot this
attribute to the value of

value of the product is ?

the product is?

Product Attributes

Meets grades speclfcations...

-1

0

1

2

3

A

Consistent mosrture content..

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

•3 -2 -1

0 ♦1 4-2 43

5

-3 -2 -1

0 ♦1 42 43

Absence ot end-splits

-1

0

1

2

3

A

S

-3 -2 -1

0 +1 42 43

Absence ot "honey-comb"

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3 -2 -1

0 +1 42 43

Absence ot toreign bodies

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3 -2 -1

0 ■ft 42 43

Straight and even grain

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

-1

0
0

42 43
42 43

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

-1

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

-1

0

Absence ot warp (cup. bow)..

-t

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

•1

0

Consistent length

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

-1

0

0

♦1

42 43

0

♦1

42 43

Consistent thekness

General cleanliness

♦1

42 43
-ft

42 43
42 43

Consistent width

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

•3

-2

•1

Consistent color

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

•1

Presence ot end-coating

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

-1

0

Presence ot end-trimmmg

-1

D

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

•1

0

-ft

42

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

-1

0

♦1

42

Absence ot surface checks ... -1

0

t

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

-1

0

♦1

42

Absence ot mineral stain

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

-1

0

♦1

42 43

Absence ot sap-wood

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

•1

0

t-1

42 43

Favorable machining traits

-1

0

t

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

-1

0

Stress-tree lumber

•1

0

1

2

3

A

5

•3

•2

•1

0

Strvlct AttrlbuHi
Competitive pricing

•1

0

1

2

3

A

5

•3

•2

-1

Promptness of delivery

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

-2

-1

Provision ot stock list

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

•3

-2

Availability of grades/species..

•1

0

1

2

3

A

5

•3

■2

Supplier's reputation

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

•3

Personal relationship

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

Protective packaging

-1

0

1

2

3

A

5

Packaging information

•1

0

1

2

3

A

5

-3

Absence ot end-checks

Accurate commuhication
Trademark
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42

43'

42 43
4-1

42 43

0

♦1

42 43

0

4-1

42 43

•1

0

4t

42 43

-1

0

4-1

42 43

-2

-1

0

♦1

42 43

•3

-2

-1

0

♦1

42 43

•3

•2

-1

0

♦1

42 43

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

42 43

-3

•2

•1

0

♦1

42 43

•2

-1

0

♦1

42 43

Question 2

Question 1
Mana^ement't parception

Management's

of this b«n«ftt to the

satlstaction with ttiis

value of tfte product is'>

benefit to the value ot

the product is?

%
%

%
*A

%

%

Dtilrttf Btrttfrti

*2 43

Avoid arOltratlon

Maintaining and improving
42 43

-3 -2

good business relations

Meeting product and
43

service spedtications

42 43

Optimizing yield

♦1 42

Minimizing production costs...

+1 42 43

-2

Improving product value
Improving productivity

42 43

Supplier loyalty

42 43

Maintaining consistent
lumber supply

Attaining mgmt. goals

•2

43

•2

4l 42 ♦3

For each of the following questions, please check the blank that best represents your overall
satisfaction with the products and services provided by your company to your customers.
1. What is your perception ot how your customers are satiistied with tt>e products and services provided by
your company'
Delighted

Mostly

Pleased

Mixed

Mostly

Satist«d

Unhappy

Terrible

Dissatisfied

2. In general, to what extent do you perceive your company meeting the business needs ot your customers?
43

42

4l

0

Extremely

-1

-2

-3

Extremely

Neither

Poorty

Well

3. Overall, how satisfied have you been with the products and services provided by your company to your
customers?

100%

80%

80%

70%

60%
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50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

^0%

APPENDIX V
TABLES

Table 5.

Respondents perception of "contribution" of

product attributes to the overall value of the

product (management vs. customer interviewed).
Product

Attributes

Management's
11
Mean Response

Customer

Mean Response

p

12

value

Meets grade
specifications

6.75° (4)

5.92° (13)

.0918

Consistent
moisture content

6.25' (4)

6.27' (11)

.9695

5.27' (11)

.2983

6.25' (4)

5.55' (11)

.4043

4.00' (4)

4.73' (11)

.3960

Straight and
even grain

3.75' (4)

4.75' (12)

.1592

Consistent

5.50' (4)

5.69' (13)

.7304

4.75® (4)

5.69' (13)

.1481

6.25' (4)

5.31' (13)

.1031

4.75' (4)

5.54' (13)

.2507

Absence of

end-splits
Absence of

honey comb
Absence of

foreign bodies

4.75' (4)

thickness
General

cleanliness
Absence of

warp (cup, bow)

Consistent length

Mean response is the means based on a 7-point
response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 =
extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value

of the 7-point response format.

Means within each row with

the same superscript are not significantly different at the
0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique.

The number in the parenthesis

indicates the number of respondents that ranked the
contribution.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,

1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in
fact there was no "gap".
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Table 5 (continued).

Product

Attributes

Management•s
Mean Response

Customer

Mean Response

p

value

Consistent width

4.04" (4)

5.15" (13)

.1140

Presence of

3.50" (4)

4.58" (12)

.3912

Consistent color

5.75" (4)

5.31' (13)

.2344

Presence of

3.50" (4)

4.92'' (12)

.0373

Absence of
end-checks

4.50" (4)

5.17" (12)

.3580

Absence of
surface checks

6.50" (4)

5.31"

(13)

.0459

Absence of

6.00" (4)

4.69" (13)

.1194

4.25" (4)

4.91" (11)

.1652

5.50" (4)

5.17' (12)

.5536

5.50" (4)

5.55' (11)

.9447

end-coating

end-trimming

mineral stains
Absence of

sap-wood
Favorable

machine traits
Stress-free
lumber
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Table 6.

Respondents perceptions of "satisfaction" of

product attributes to the overall value of the
product (management vs. customer interviewed).

Product

Management's
11
Mean Response

Customer

i

12

Mean Response

value

5.75° (4)

5.42° (12)

.6337

Consistent
moisture content

5.so" (4)

6.09® (11)

.2170

Absence of

5.50" (4)

5.73® (11)

.6093

5.so" (4)

6.09® (11)

.2170

5.so" (4)

6.18® (11)

.1261

Straight and
even grain

5.so" (4)

5.55® (11)

.9297

Consistent
thickness

5.75® (4)

6.17® (12)

.2197

General

5.75® (4)

6.50® (12)

.0621

5.50® (4)

6.00® (12)

.2409

5.75® (4)

6.25® (12)

.2409

Attributes

Meets grade

specifications

end-splits
Absence of

honey comb
Absence of

foreign bodies

cleanliness
Absence of

warp (cup, bow)

Consistent length

^^Mean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format (terrible-delighted scale), where 1 =
terrible and 7 = delighted. The mean is the average value of

the 7-point response format. Means within each row with the
same superscript are not significantly different at the 0.05
significance level, using the Hochberg test as a meansseparation technique. The number in the parenthesis
indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

satisfaction.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type 1 error,

i.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in
fact there was no "gap".
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Table 6 (continued).

Product
Attributes

Management•s
Mean Response

Customers'

p

Mean Response

value

Consistent width

5.25' (4)

6.17" (12)

.0598

Consistent color

4.50" (4)

5.83^

(12)

.0293

Presence of

5.00" (4)

5.46" (11)

.4455

end-coating

a

00

•

ni

5.25" (4)

5.75" (12)

.3840

Absence of
end-checks

5.25" (4)

6.09'' (11)

.0177

Absence of
surface checks

5.25" (4)

6.00'' (12)

.0426

Absence of

4.25" (4)

5.08" (12)

.2856

4.00" (4)

5.36'' (11)

.0335

5.00" (4)

(11)

.1276

5.50" (4)

5.73" (11)

.6093

Presence of

end-trimming

mineral stains
Absence of

sap-wood
Favorable

machine traits
Stress-free
lumber
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Table 7. Respondents perceptions of "contribution" of product
•attributes to the overall value
(management vs. all customers).

Product

Attributes

Management's
11
Mean Response

of the

Customer

product

i

12

Mean Response

value

Meets grade
specifications

6.75" (4)

5.81' (16)

.0791

Consistent

6.25' (4)

6.36' (14)

.8727

o
4.75'
(4)
o

5.53' (15)

.1556

6.25' (4)

5.60' (15)

.4316

(4)

5.00' (15)

.1709

Straight and
even grain

3.75' (4)

4.93' (15)

.0841

Consistent
thickness

5.50' (4)

5.63' (16)

.6104

General

4.75' (4)

5.23' (16)

.0833

6.25' (4)

5.56' (16)

.2468

4.75' (4)

5.3l' (16)

.2323

moisture content
•

Absence of

end-splits
Absence of

B

honey comb
Absence of

foreign bodies

cleanliness
Absence of

warp (cup, bow)
Consistent length

^Vean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 =

extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value
of the 7-point response format. Means within each row with
the same superscript are not significantly different at the

0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique.

The number in the parenthesis

indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

contribution.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type 1 error,

1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 7 (continued).

Product

Attributes

Management's
Mean Response

Customer

p

Mean Response

value

Consistent width

4.00' (4)

5.25® (16)

.0507

Consistent color

5.75' (4)

5.44® (16)

.5855

Presence of

3.50' (4)

4.60® (15)

.3443

3.50" (4)

4.53® (15)

.0792

Absence of
end-checks

4.50® (4)

5.33' (15)

.2314

Absence of

6.50® (4)

5.44® (16)

.0988

6.00® (4)

4.63® (16)

.1404

4.25® (4)

4.53® (15)

.6178

5.50® (4)

5.21® (14)

.7662

5.50® (4)

5.40® (15)

.7898

end-coating
Presence of

end-trimming

surface checks
Absence of

mineral stains
Absence of

sap-wood
Favorable .

machine traits
Stress-free lumber
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Table 8. • Respondents perceptions of "satisfaction" of
product attributes to the overall value of the
product (management vs. all customers).

Product
Attributes

Management's
Mean Response

Customer

? 12

Mean Response

value

Meets grade

5.75° (4)

5.63° (16)

.8437

Consistent
moisture content

5.50" (4)

6.13® (15)

.1348

Absence of

5.50" (4)

(15)

.4302

5.50® (4)

5.93® (15)

.3709

5.50' (4)

6.20® (15)

.0776

Straight and
even grain

5.50' (4)

5.73® (15)

.6270

Consistent
thickness

5.75® (4)

6.19® (16)

.1621

General

5.75' (4)

6.50'' (16)

.0419

5.50® (4)

6.06® (16)

.1479

5.75® (4)

6.19® (16)

.2314

specifications

end-splits
Absence of

CO

O

a

ni

honey-comb
Absence of

foreign bodies

cleanliness
Absence of

warp (cup, bow)
Consistent length

^^Mean response is the means based on a 7-point response

format (terrible-delighted scale), where 1 = terrible and 7 =

delighted. The mean is the average value of the 7-point
response format.
Means within each row with the same
superscript are not significantly different at the 0.05

significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique. The number in the parenthesis indicates

the nuinber of respondents that ranked the satisfaction.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,

i.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 8 (continued)

Product

Customer

Management's

Attributes

Mean Response

P

Mean Response

value

Consistent width

5.25® (4)

6.19" (16)

.0305

Consistent color

4.50" (4)

5.69" (16)

.0393

Presence of

5.00® (4)

5.33® (15)

.5652

5.25® (4)

5.63® (16)

.4925

5.25® (4)

6.00" (15)

.0220

5.25® (4)

5.94" (16)

.0421

4.25® (4)

5.13® (16)

.2134

Absence of

4.00® (4)

5.33" (15)

.0232

Favorable

5.00® (4)

5.87® (15)

.0577

5.50® (4)

5.73® (15)

.5519

end-coating
Presence of
end-trimming
Absence of
end-checks

Absence of
surface checks
Absence of

mineral stains

sap-wood

machine traits

Stress-free lumber
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Table 9. Perceptions of "Contributions" of product attributes
to the overall value of the product by customer

interviewed (producer vs. other best supplier).

Product

Producer

Other Supplier

Attributes

Mean Response

Mean Response

value

? 12

Meets grade

5.93° (14)

6.15° (13)

.4798

Consistent
moisture content

6.33® (12)

6.00® (11)

.4299

Absence of

5.31® (13)

5.00® (12)

.4664

5.62® (13)

5.46® (11)

.8076

4.91® (11)

4.78® (13)

.8006

(13)

5.08® (12)

.4613

Consistent
thickness

5.71® (16)

5.77® (13)

.8922

General

5.64® (14)

5.77® (13)

.7571

5.35® (14)

5.85® (13)

.1127

5.50® (14)

5.54® (13)

.9290

specifications

•

end-splits
Absence of

a

honey comb
Absence of

foreign bodies
Straight and
even grain

cleanliness
Absence of

warp (cup, bow)
Consistent length

Mean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 =

extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value

of the 7-point response format. Means within each row with

the same superscript are not significantly different at the
0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique. The number in the parenthesis
indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

contribution.

"p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,
1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 9 (Continued).

Other Supplier

Product

Producer

Attributes

Mean Response

p

Mean Response

value

Consistent width

5.14' (14)

5.3l' (13)

.7016

Consistent color

5.36' (14)

5.54' (13)

.6073

Presence of

4.77' (13)

4.08' (12)

.3195

4.85' (13)

5.39' (13)

.1715

Absence of
end-checks

5.23' (13)

5.36' (11)

.7718

Absence of
surface checks

5.29' (14)

5.42' (12)

.7409

Absence of

4.79' (14)

5.3l' (13)

.3008

4.85' (13)

5.18' (11)

.3915

5.15' (13)

5.50' (12)

.3930

5.3l' (13)

5.82' (11)

.3157

end-coating
Presence of

end-trimming

mineral stains
Absence of

sap-wood
Favorable

machine traits
Stress-free
lumber
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Table lu.
10. Customers
^ (interviewed)
of product
perceptions
attributesof
to the

vaiSe of tL product (producer vs. other

best supplier).
Product
attributes

Other Supplier

Producer
Mean Response

Mean Response

?

value

Meets grade

5.46" (13)

5.75" (12)

Jt A ^
.4416

Consistent

6.08" (12)

5.64" (11)

.1620

Absence of

5.75" (12)

5.27" (11)

.1823

Absence of

6.08" (12)

5.73" (11)

.2538

6.17" (12)

6.09" (11)

.8297

5.50" (12)

5.45" (11)

.8941

6.15" (13)

5.82" (11)

.2658

6.46" (13)

5.92" (12)

.0960

Absence of

6.00" (13)

5.83" (12)

.5271

Consistent length

6.15" (13)

5.67" (12)

.2087

specifications
moisture content

end-splits
honey comb
Absence of

foreign bodies
Straight and
even grain
Consistent
thickness
General

cleanliness

warp (cup, bow)

"Mean response is the neans
t terrible^STv^i
format (terrible-delighted scaleKwhere^l_^- terr^^^
delighted.. The mean is the

row with the same

;i^S^^i?l"n\yh:r^i.3fnu^erjn

the number of respondents that ranKea

r.JLnll

"p-value is the Pt°bability of maW^^^ iJiSd'whirfi

i.e. accepting the hypothesis that a g p

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 10 (continued).

Product

Producer

Other Supplier

Attributes

Mean Response

Mean Response

value

p

Consistent width

6.01* (13)

5.83* (12)

.5265

Consistent color

5.62* (13)

5.92* (12)

.3447

Presence of

5.25* (12)

5.36* (11)

.7871

5.77* (13)

5.75* (12)

.9617

Absence of
end-checks

6.00® (12)

5.55® (11)

.1425

Absence of

6.00® (13)

5.75® (12)

.3593

5.23® (13)

5.42® (12)

.6616

5.50® (12)

5.46® (11)

.8855

5.83® (12)

5.73® (11)

.7385

5.75® (12)

5.91* (11)

.6066

end-coating
Presence of

end-trimming

surface checks

Absence of

mineral stains
Absence of

sap-wood
Favorable

machine traits
Stress-free lumber
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Table 11.

Customers (all) perceptions of "contribution" of
product attributes to the overall value of the
product (producer vs. other best supplier).

Product

Producer

Other Supplier

Attributes

Mean Response

Mean Response

value

? 12

Meets grade

5.94° (18)

6.20° (15)

.3619

Consistent
moisture content

6.38' (16)

5.62' (13)

.0929

Absence of

5.53' (17)

5.14' (14)

.3304

5.59' (17)

5.3l' (13)

.6689

5.12' (17)

5.0l' (13)

.9338

Straight and
even grain

5.06' (17)

5.14' (14)

.8374

Consistent
thickness

5.78' (18)

5.93' (15)

.6647

General

5.78' (18)

5.93° (15)

.6741

5.6l' (18)

5.87° (15)

.3923

5.44' (18)

5.53' (15)

.8046

specifications

end-splits
Absence of

honey comb
Absence of

foreign bodies

cleanliness
Absence of

warp (cup, bow)
Consistent length

^^Mean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format (terrible-delighted scale), where 1 =

terrible e^nd 7 = delighted. The mean is the average value of
the 7-point response format. Means within each row with the
same superscript are not significantly different at the 0.05
significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique. The number in the parenthesis
indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

contribution.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,
i.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 11 (continued).

Product

Producer

Attributes

Mean Response

Other Supplier
p
Mean Response value

Consistent width

5.33' (18)

5.33' (15)

Consistent color

5.44' (18)

5.53* (15)

.8046

Presence of

4.53" (17)

3.79" (14)

.2480

4.7l" (17)

5.07* (15)

.4094

Absence of
end-checks

5.41" (17)

5.39® (13)

.9508

Absence of

5.50® (18)

5.50® (14)

1.0000

4.78® (18)

5.07® (15)

.5754

4.65® (17)

4.62® (13)

.9573

5.31® (16)

5.57® (14)

.4761

5.47® (17)

5.54° (13)

.8929

end-coating
Presence of

1.0000

end-trimming

surface checks
Absence of

mineral stains
Absence of

sap-wood
Favorable

machine traits
Stress-free lumber
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Table 12.

Customers (all) perceptions of ••satisfaction" of
product attributes to the overall value of the
product (producer vs. other best supplier).

Product

Producer

Attributes

Mean Response

11

Other Supplier
p
Mean Response value

Meets grade

5.75° (4)

5.63° (16)

.8437

Consistent
moisture content

5.50" (4)

6.13® (15)

.1348

Absence of

5.50' (4)

5.80® (15)

.4302

5.50" (4)

5.93® (15) .

.3709

5.50® (4)

6.20® (15)

.0766

Straight and
even grain

5.50® (4)

5.73® (15)

.6270

Consistent
thickness

5.75® (4)

5.19® (16)

.1621

General

5.75® (4)

6.50'' (16)

.0419

5.50® (4)

6.06® (16)

.1471

5.75® (4)

6.19® (16)

.2314

specifications

end-splits
Absence of

honey comb
Absence of

foreign bodies

cleanliness
Absence of

warp (cup, bow)
Consistent length

^Vean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format (terrible-delighted scale), where 1 =
terrible and 7 = delighted. The mean is the average value of

the 7-point response format. Means within each row with the
same superscript are not significantly different at the 0.05
significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique.

The number in the parenthesis

indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

satisfaction.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,

i.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 11 (continued).

Product

Producer

Other Supplier

Attributes

Mean Response

Mean Response

value

p

Consistent width

5.25 (4)

6.19° (16)

.0305

Consistent color

4.50' (4)

5.69'' (16)

.0393

Presence of

5.00' (4)

5.33' (15)

.5652

5.25' (4)

5.63' (16)

.4925

5.25' (4)

6.00'' (b)

.0220

5.25' (4)

5.94'' (16)

.0421

4.25' (4)

5.13' (16)

.2134

4.00' (4)

5.33'' (15)

.0232

5.00' (4)

5.87' (15)

.0577

5.50' (4)

5.73' (15)

.5519

end-coating
Presence of

end-trinuning
Absence of
end-checks

Absence of
surface checks

Absence of
mineral stains
Absence of

sap-wood
Favorable

machine traits
Stress-free lumber
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Table 13. Respondents perceptions of "contribution" of service
attributes to the

overall value

of the product

(management vs. customers interviewed).
Service

Management's

Attributes

Mean Response

11

Customer

I

12

Mean Response

value

Competitive
price

5.75° (4)

5.15° (13)

.4607

Promptness of
delivery

5.75® (4)

5.77® (13)

.9817

o

OC

•

Provision of
stock-list

4.50® (4)

ov
4.27®
(11)

.7841

Availability of

6.25® (4)

5.00® (12)

.1396

Supplier's
reputations

5.75® (4)

6.00® (12)

.6105

Personal

5.00® (4)

(13)

.0275

5.55® (4)

6.31® (13)

.0685

Trademark

3.75® (4)

4.36® (11)

.4962

Protective

3.75® (4)

5.00® (11)

.1873

4.00® (4)

4.64® (11)

.5030

grades/specs

relationship
Accurate

communication

packaging
Packaging
information

^Vean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 =
extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value

of the 7-point response format. Means within each row with

the same superscript are not significantly different at the
0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a meansseparation technique. The number in the parenthesis
indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

contribution.

^^p-value is the portability of making a Type I error,

1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 14. Respondents perception of "satisfaction" of

service attributes to the overall value of the

product (management vs. customers interviewed).

Service
Attributes

Management's
Mean Response

Customer

I

12

Mean Response

value

Competitive
pricing

4.75° (4)

5.00° (12)

.6289

Promptness of
delivery

6.00' (4)

5.92® (12)

.8591

Provision of
stock list

5.50" (4)

5.46® (11)

.9447

Availability of
grades/species

5.50" (4)

5.50® (12)

1.0000

Supplier's
reputation

5.50® (4)

6.36® (11)

.0742

Personal

4.75® (4)

6.33'' (12)

.0021

5.25® (4)

6.33^*

(12)

.0092

Trademark

4.50® (4)

5.36® (11)

.2252

Protective

4.50® (4)

5.73'' (11)

.0411

5.00® (4)

5.46® (11)

.4775

relationship
Accurate

communication

packaging

Packaging
information

^^Mean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 *=

extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value

of the 7-point response format. Means within each row with

the same superscript are not significantly different at the
0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique. The number in the parenthesis
indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

satisfaction.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,
1.e. acceptiong the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 15. Respondents perceptions of "contribution" of
.service attributes to the overall value of the

product (management vs. all customers).

Service
Attributes

Management's
Mean Response

Customer

i

12

Mean Response

value

Competitive
price

4.75° (4)

5.94° (16)

.5219

Promptness of
delivery

6.00® (4)

6.00® (16)

.8616

Provision of
stock-list

5.50" (4)

5.33® (15)

.9674

Availability of

5.50" (4)

5.56® (16)

.1487

Supplier's
reputation

5.50® (4)

6.33® (15)

.4376

Personal

4.75® (4)

6.31^"

(16)

.0113

5.25® (4)

6.31*^

(16)

.0462

Trademark

4.50® (4)

5.27® (15)

.6185

Protective

4.50® (4)

5.80® (15)

.0774

5.00® (4)

5.60® (15)

.3001

grades/specs

relationship
Accurate

communication

packaging
Packaging
information

Mean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 =

extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value
of the 7-point response format. Means within each row with
the same superscript are not significantly different at the

0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique.

The number in the parenthesis

indicates 'the number of respondents that ranked the

contribution.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,

1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 16. Respondents perceptions of "satisfaction" of
service attributes to the overall value of the

product (management vs. all customers).

Service
Attributes

Management•s
11
Mean Response

Customer

i

12

Mean Response

value

Competitive
price

4.75 (4)

4.94® (16)

.7236

Promptness of

6.00' (4)

6.00® (16)

1.0000

Provision of
stock-list

5.50" (4)

5.33® (15)

.7898

Availability of

5.50® (4)

5.56® (16) .

.9095

5.50® (4)

6.33® (15)

.0746

4.75® (4)

6.31 (16)

.0006

5.25® (4)

6.31

(16)

.0045

Trademark

4.50® (4)

5.27

(15)

.2468

Protective

4.50® (4)

5.80*' (15)

.0186

5.00® (4)

5.60 (15)

.3094

delivery

grades/specs

Supplier's
reputation
Personal

relationship
Accurate

communication

packaging
Packaging
information

"Mean response is the means based on a 7-point response

format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 = extremely high

contribution. The mean is the average value of the 7-point

response format.
Means within each row with the same
superscript are not significantly different at the 0.05
significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique. The number in the parenthesis indicates

the number of respondents that ranked the satisfaction.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,

i.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 17.

Customers (interviewed) perceptions of

"satisfaction" of service attributes to

overall value of the product (producer

the

vs. other

best supplier).
Service

Producer•s

Attributes

Mean Response

n

Other Supplier
i
12
Mean Response value

Competitive
price

S.OO" (13)

5.75

(12)

.0172

Promptness of
delivery

5.92' (13)

5.92' (12)

.9837

Provision of
stock-list

5.25' (12)

5.36' (11)

.8119

Availability of

5.46' (13)

5.67' (12)

.6045

Supplier's
reputation

6.42' (12)

6.40' (10)

.9592

Personal

6.3l' (13)

6.17' (12)

.6607

6.3l' (13)

6.25' (12)

.8369

Trademark

5.25' (12)

4.82' (11)

.3621

Protective

5.50' (12)

5.46' (11)

.9158

5.33' (12)

5.55' (11)

.6487

grades/species

relationship
Accurate

communication

packaging
Packaging
information

"Mean response is the means based on a 7-point response
format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 = extremely high

contribution. The mean is the average value of the 7-point

response format.
Means within each row with the same
superscript are not significantly different at the 0.05

significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique. The number in the parenthesis indicates

the number of respondents that ranked the satisfaction.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,
i.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 18.

Customers (all) perceptions of^

"satisfaction" of service attributes to the

overall value of the product (producer vs. other
best supplier).

Service

Producer•s

Attributes

Mean Response

11

Other Supplier
p
Mean Response value

Competitive
pricing

4.94° (17)

5.64

(14)

.0202

Promptness of
delivery

6.00® (17)

5.79® (14)

.5222

Provision of
stock list

5.19® (16)

5.23® (13)

.9170

Availability of
grades/species

5.53® (17)

5.71® (14)

.5704

Supplier•s
reputation

6.38® (16)

6.33® (12)

.8846

Personal

6.29® (17)

6.21® (14)

.7672

6.29® (17)

6.14® (14)

.5909

Trademark

5.19® (16)

4.85® (13)

.4094

Protective

5.63® (16)

5.62® (13)

.9796

5.50® (16)

5.46® (13)

.9244

relationship
Accurate

communication

packaging
Packaging
information

"Mean response is the means based on a 7-point response

format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 = extremely high

contribution. The mean is the average value of the 7-point

response format.
Means within each row with the same
superscript are not significantly different at the 0.05
significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique. The number in the parenthesis indicates

the number of respondents that ranked the satisfaction.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,

i.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 19.

Respondents perception of "contribution" of
desired benefits to the overall value of the

product (management vs. customers interviewed)

Desired
Benefits

Management•s
11
Mean Response

Customer

i

12

Mean Response

value

Avoid arbitration

5.25° (4)

5.39° (13)

.8218

Maintaining
and improving

5.25" (4)

5.79® (14)

.4000

Meeting product
and service specs

6.50' (4)

5.93® (13)

.3115

Optimizing yield

6.00® (4)

5.91® (11)

.8866

Minimizing
production costs

4.75® (4)

6.22'' (9)

.0092

Improving
product value

6.25® (4)

6.00® (12)

.6289

Improving
productivity

5.75® (4)

6.11® (11)

.1680

Supplier loyalty

5.00® (4)

5.69® (13)

.3791

Maintaining

5.75® (4)

5.62® (13)

.8479

5.00® (4)

5.75® (12)

.2983

business relations

consistent

lumber supply

Attaining mngt.
goals

^^Mean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 =

extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value
of the 7-point response format. Means within each row with
the same superscript are not significantly different at the

0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique.

The number in the parenthesis

indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

contribution.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,

1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 20.

Respondents perceptions of "satisfaction" of

desired benefits to the overall value of the

product (management vs. customers interviewed)

Desired
Benefits

Management's
Mean Response

Customer

P

12

Mean Response

value

Avoid arbitration

5.25*" (4)

5.93° (13)

.2020

Maintaining
and improving

4.50" (4)

5.92'' (13)

.0079

Meeting product
and service specs

5.75" (4)

5.53" (13)

.7969

Optimizing yield

5.25' (4)

5.73" (11)

.3931

Minimizing
production costs

4.50' (4)

5.67*' (15)

.0087

Improving
product value

5.50" (4)

5.67" (12)

.7023

Improving

5.25" (4)

5.73" (15)

.3931

Supplier loyalty

5.00" (4)

5.31" (13)

.7131

Maintaining

5.50" (4)

5.62° (13)

.8251

5.25® (4)

5.67° (12)

.1752

business relations

productivity

consistent

lumber supply

Attaining mngt.
goals

"Mean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 =
extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value

of the 7-point response format. Means within each row with
the same superscript are not significantly different at the

0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique. The number in the parenthesis
indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

satisfaction.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,
1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 21.

Respondents perception of "contribution" of
desired benefits to the overall value of the

product (management vs. all customers).

Desired
Benefits

Management's
11
Mean Response

Customer

i

12

Mean Response

value

Avoid arbitration

5.25 (4)

5.47" (17)

.7198

Maintaining

5.25* (4)

5.72* (18)

.4814

Meeting product

6.50* (4)

6.00* (17)

.3240

Optimizing yield

6.00* (4)

6.00* (15)

1.0000

Minimizing

4.75* (4)

6.20 (15)

.0094

Improving

6.25* (4)

6.13* (16)

.7915

Improving

5.75* (4)

6.20* (15)

.2909

Supplier loyalty

5.00* (4)

5.65* (17)

.4074

Maintaining

5.75 (4)

5.65® (17)

.8725

5.00 (4)

5.50* (16)

.5459

and improving
business relations

and service specs

production costs

product value

productivity

consistent

lumber supply

Attaining mngt.
goals

"Mean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 =

extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value
of the 7-point response format. Means within each row with
the same superscript are not significantly different at the
0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique. The number in the parenthesis
indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

contribution.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,

1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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"satisfaction" of
Table 22. Respondents perceptions of
overall
value of the
desired benefits to the
all
customers).
product (inanageinent vs.
Customer
Mean Response

P
, 12
value

5.25" (4)

5.94" (17)

.1592

4.50' (4)

5.94'' (17)

.0040

5.75' (4)

5.65® (17)

.8452

Optimizing yield

5.75* (4)

5.53® (15)

.6302

Minimizing

4.50® (4)

5.57" (15)

.0087

Improving

5.50® (4)

5.75® (16)

.5560

Improving

5.25® (4)

5.73® (15)

.1557

Supplier loyalty

5.00® (4)

5.41® (17)

.5631

Maintaining

5.50® (4)

5.65® (17)

.7514

5.25® (4)

5.50® (16)

.6665

Desired

Benefits

Management's

Mean Response

Avoid

•1 e

0

arbitration

Maintaining

and improving
business relations
Meeting product
and service specs

production costs
product value

productivity

consistent

lumber supply

Attaining mngt.
goals

"Mean response is the means based on a 7-point
response format, where 1 = diminished
^^lue

satisfaction.

^2r,_vaiue is the probability of making a Type 1 error,

i.e.
a?clptrng the hypothesis tPat a "gap" existed when an
fact there was no "gap".
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Table 23.

Customers (interviewed) perceptions of

"contribution" of desired benefits to overall

product value (producer vs. other best supplier)

Desired
Benefits

Producer

11

Mean Response

Other Supplier
p
Mean Response value

Avoid
Arbitration

5.39° (13)

5.62" (13)

.5920

Maintaining
and improving

5.79' (14)

5.92' (13)

.6716

Meeting product
and service specs

5.9l' (11)

6.42' (12)

.1276

Optimizing yield

6.40' (11)

5.90' (10)

.2011

Minimizing
production costs

6.09

(11)

5.92' (12)

.7524

Improving
product value

6.00 (12)

6.55' (11)

.1081

Improving
productivity

6.00' (11)

6.27' (11)

.4853

Supplier loyalty

5.69® (13)

6.00' (13)

.4806

Maintaining

5.62' (13)

6.00' (11)

.4380

5.75

6.08' (12)

.4702

business relations

consistent

lumber supply
Attaining mngt.
goals

(12)

^^Mean response is the means based on a 7-point
response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 —
extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value

of the 7-point response format. Means within each row with
the same superscript are not significantly different at the
0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a means-

separation technique. The number in the parenthesis
indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

contribution.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,
1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in

fact there was no "gap".
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Table 24.

Customers (interviewed) perceptions of
"satisfaction" of desired benefits to overall

product value (producer vs. other best supplier)

Desired

Producer

Benefits

Mean Response

Other Supplier

?

Mean Response

value

Avoid
arbitration

5.92° (13)

6.00° (13)

.8057

Maintaining
and improving

5.92' (13)

6.15' (13)

.4863

business relations

OC

ni

a

.

Meeting product
and service specs

5.54' (13)

Optimizing yield

ni

(13)

.4091

5.36' (11)

5.83' (12)

.1858

Minimizing
production costs

5.55' (11)

5.42' (12)

.7243

Improving

5.67' (12)

6.10' (10)

.1982

Improving
productivity

5.73' (11)

5.55' (11)

.6014

Supplier loyalty

5.3l' (13)

5.62' (13)

.6053

Maintaining

5.62' (13)

5.85' (13)

.5122

5.67' (12)

5.75' (12)

.8361

product value

consistent

lumber supply
Attaining mngt.
goals

"Mean response is the means based on a 7-point

response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 =
extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value

of the 7-point response format. Means within each row with
the same superscript are not significantly different at the
0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a meansseparation technique. The number in the parenthesis
indicates the number of respondents that ranked the
satisfaction.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,

1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in
fact was no "gap".
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Table 25.

All customers perceptions of "contribution" of
desired benefits to the overall value of the

product (producer vs. other best supplier).

Desired

Producer

Benefits

Mean Response

Other Supplier

?

Mean Response

value

5.47' (17)

5.73' (15)

.4986

5.72' (18)

6.00' (15)

.4063

Meeting product
and service specs

6.00' (17)

6.47' (15)

.3813

Optimizing yield

6.00' (15)

6.42' (14)

.1852

Minimizing
production costs

6.20' (15)

6.00' (14)

.6554

Improving

6.13' (16)

6.54' (13)

.1487

Improving
productivity

6.20' (15)

6.3l' (13)

.7433

Supplier loyalty

5.65' (17)

6.00' (15)

.3823

Maintaining

5.65' (17)

6.08' (13)

.3043

5.50' (16)

5.86' (14)

.4163

Avoid

Arbitration

Maintaining
and improving
business relations

product value

consistent

lumber supply

Attaining mngt.
goals

Mean response is the means based on a 7-point
response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 =
extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value

of the 7-point response format.

Means within each row with

the same superscript are not significantly different at the
0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a meansseparation technique. The number in the parenthesis
indicates the number of respondents that ranked the

contribution.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,

1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in
fact there was no "gap".
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Table 26.

Customers (all) perceptions of
"satisfaction" of desired benefits to overall

product value (producer vs. other best supplier)

Desired

Benefits

Producer

Mean Response^^

Other Supplier

?

Mean Response

value

Avoid
Arbitration

5.94" (17)

6.07" (15)

.6496

Maintaining
and improving

5.94" (17)

6.20' (15)

.3701

Meeting product
and service specs

5.65' (17)

5.93' (15)

.3813

Optimizing yield

5.53' (15)

5.93' (14)

.2117

Minimizing
production costs

5.67' (15)

5.57' (14)

.7723

Improving

5.75' (16)

6.17' (12)

.1583

Improving
productivity

5.73' (15)

5.62' (13)

.6750

Supplier loyalty

5.4l' (17)

5.67' (15)

.6005

Maintaining

5.65' (17)

5.87' (15)

.4493

5.50' (16)

5.64' (14)

.7052

business relations

product value

consistent

lumber supply

Attaining mngt.
goals

Mean response is the means based on a 7-point
response format, where 1 = diminished value and 7 ■=
extremely high contribution. The mean is the average value

of the 7-point response format. Means within each row with
the same superscript are not significantly different at the
0.05 significance level, using the Hochberg test as a meansseparation' technique. The number in the parenthesis
indicates the number os respondents that ranked the
satisfaction.

^^p-value is the probability of making a Type I error,

1.e. accepting the hypothesis that a "gap" existed when in
fact there was no "gap".
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Table 27.

Listing of positive and negative gaps customer
interviewed.

Negative Gaps

Management•s

Mean Response

Customer

>

Mean Response

p

value

Product

attributes

6.50'

Absence of*
surface checks

5.31

Producer's

<

Mean Response

,0459

Other Supplier
p
Mean Response value

Service
attributes

Competitive**
price
Positive

5.00

5.75

.0172

Gaps

Management's
Mean Response

<

Customer
Mean Response

p
value

Product

attributes
Presence of*

3.50

4.92

.0373

Consistent color**

4.50"

5.83

.0293

Absence of**
end checks

5.25

6.09

.0177

Absence of**

5.25

6.00

.0426

4.00

5.36

.0335

end trimming

surface checks
Absence of**

sap wood

* indicates respondents perception of contribution
** indicates respondents perception of satisfaction
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(Table 27 continued)

Positive Gaps

Customer

Management•s
Mean Response

<

Mean Response

P

value

Service
attributes
5.00

6.08^

.0275

4.75

6.33"

.0021

5.25

6.33"

.0092

4.50

5.73"

.0411

Minimizing*

4.75

6.22"

.0092

Maintaining**
and improving
business relations

4.50

5.92"

.0079

Minimizing**
production costs

4.50

5.67"

.0087

Personal*

relationship
Personal**

relationship
Accurate**

communication

Protective**

packaging
Desired
benefits

production costs
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Table 28.

Listing of positive and negative "gaps" for
all customers.

Negative Gaps

Other Supplier
p
Mean Response value

Producer's

Mean Response
Service
attributes

Competitive**
price

5.64

4.94

.0202

Positive Gaps

Customer

Management's
Mean Response

Mean Response

p

value

Product

attributes
General**

5.75

6.50

.0419

Consistent width**

5.25®

6.19

.0305

Consistent color**

4.50®

5.69

.0393

Absence of**
end checks

5.25

6.00

.0220

Absence of**

5.25

5.94

.0421

4.00

5.33

.0232

4.75

6.31

.0113

cleanliness

surface checks

Absence of**

sap wood
Service
attributes
Personal*

relationship

* indicates respondents perception of contribution
** indicates respondents perception of satisfaction
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(Table 28 continued)

Positive Gaps
Customer

Management's
Mean Response

<

Mean Response

P

value

Service
attributes

5.25'

6.3r

.0462

4.75

6.31

.0006

5.25

6.31

.0045

4.50

5.80

.0186

Minimizing*

4.75

6.20

.0094

Maintaining**

4.50

5.67

.0087

Accurate*

conununication
Personal**

relationship
Accurate**

communication
Protective**

packaging
Desired
benefits

production costs
and improving

business relations
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